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I: INTRODUCTION 
They’re back! 

Eat Progressive Equity Dog Shit Hypocrisy 
 

Judicial Watch recently uncovered documents confirming that the progressive corporate media 

pressured the Capitol Police not to reveal that an aneurism was the real cause of Brian 

Sicknick’s death. They feared disclosing this information would constrain their ability to inflame 

public opinion and decrease Trump’s impeachment chances. The FBI also reported that there 

was no evidence of a planned insurrection or the presence of any weapons. Undaunted by 

facts, Pelosi, Schumer, Biden, and the Progressives continue to politicize and investigate Jan 6th 

in perpetuity for political gain.  

Desperate to portray Trump supporters as domestic terrorists, the king, queen and their senile 

court jester, Biden, hypocritically smirk while calling them thugs, white supremacists, 

murderers, and insurrectionists. They demand that their political opponents be put on a 

terrorist watch list, made enemies of the state, stripped of their rights, and shown no mercy. 

Like a third world country, their counterparts at the DOJ and intelligence agencies have obliged 

by jailing and bankrupting MAGA supporters without trial. Conversely, Pelosi, Schumer, Biden, 

and the Progressives have defended their communist BLM and Antifa thugs for years while, 

according to Project 21, they violently attacked and injured people over 574 times, injured over 

2K police, burned, and looted business, and destroyed over $6B in private and public property 

over a 24-month period.  

Schumer, Pelosi, Biden, and the Progressives have advocated for Marxist BLM paintings on our 

public buildings and roads. They provided their thugs with Freedom Fund bail money, enabling 

them to remain on our streets looting, destroying, and assaulting Americans. They called the 

National Guard, who are defending us against armies of progressive thugs, Hitler’s Storm 

Troopers. They threaten to destroy our constitution and centralize power by releasing the 

progressive whirlwind on SCOTUS, packing the Supreme Court, and eliminating the Electoral 

College and Senate filibuster. While claiming to be defenders of our democracy, they mimic 

totalitarian communist countries by putting on show trials to persecute their political 

opponents, instill fear, and oppress freedom and liberty, e.g., January 6th protesters, school 

board meetings, Roger Stone, Manafort, Flynn, Trump, and the IRS. Pelosi, Schumer, and Biden 

are the real thugs, the head swamp stench of the Progressive Party’s corrupt government. They 

are shills for the global corporate elite ruling class progressive pig’s (GCERCPP Inc.). They are 

using voter fraud, citizen extortion, and Soros’s BLM and Antifa thugs to steal our country for 

financial, personal, and political gain. They need to be imprisoned and shown no mercy. 

They emulate Mitt Romney’s 1980s corporate raiders; except this time, they plan to raid and 

gut the entire country. Instead of first purchasing then gutting our infrastructure, the global 

pigs are stealing our county outright. They propagandized their Marxist ideologies using their 

corporate owned media, financed and manipulated our election laws to take control of our 
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government, and now are exploiting Senate reconciliation rules to pass bills that will solidify 

their legal hold on our country. Replicating the corporate raiders’ playbook, they 1) gained 

control, 2) shut down most of the country and laid off workers, 3) restarted the exportation of 

our businesses and jobs, 4) commenced stripping our country of its assets e.g., treasury, 

pensions, Social Security, Medicare, intellectual property, and 5) facilitated selling off our 

country’s real estate to global conglomerates including public lands, individual personal 

property, public and private buildings, commodities, minerals, etc.              

One of their operational spearheads is George Soros. He belongs to a Fabian cult obsessed with 

creating a one world global order that is remade in their image. While residing in the U.S., Soros 

has publicly claimed that the main obstacle to a stable and just world is America. In truth, the 

U.S. is the main obstacle in his desire to destabilize, reorder and control the world. Soros has 

worn out his welcome in over fifteen countries after he attempted to destroy them. He is 

responsible for UK’s Black Wednesday, in which he made $1.5B destabilizing the sterling. 

Hungry enacted ‘Stop Soros’ legislation. He is permanently banned from doing business in 

China, Hungry, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Turkey, UK etc. Progressive 

Marxists, however, welcome him into the U.S. with open arms. (See DP, Ch. George Soros, p.20) 

Secretary of State Anthony Blinken and his family have strong ties to George Soros. They built 

the building that houses his Open Society Institute, and if it’s not official, Anthony is like a 

godchild to him. Soros is probably running our State Department. He is reshaping our justice 

system and has channeled millions into local district attorney campaigns in over 20 states to 

elect social justice state attorneys. Across the country citizens suffer with DAs like Gascon who 

eliminated LA’s Gang Unit, leaving gangs to freely roam the streets of LA while he strips citizens 

of their guns. Across the country citizens suffer with State’s Attorneys like Cook County’s Kim 

Foxx who initially dropped all charges against Jussie Smollett and refuses to prosecute murder 

cases that are recorded on video claiming lack of evidence.  

Soros sponsors hundreds of politicians and organizations globally, all of which are meant to 

bring down and destabilize governments to further his Fabian One World Order global agenda. 

It is well known he is financing the European immigrant invasion, and he has given well over 

$1M to the group “People Without Borders” who is organizing the caravans that are invading 

the U.S. The fact that Soros gave millions of dollars to Biden’s election campaign might be the 

reason Biden has opened our borders and has allowed millions of third world indigents to 

invade our country. The fact Soros controls the DNC might be the reason for the Progressive’s 

sudden reversal on immigration. Republicans seem to purposely miss the Progressive’s 

motivation. It’s not only because Progressives hate capitalism, Trump, and America; it’s also 

because they’re controlled by Soros and the global corporate elite progressive ruling class pigs 

and their One World Order domination.  

In 6 short months Biden, SOS Blinken, DHS Mayorkas, woke Chief of Staff general Milley, 

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, and the Congressional Progressives have again shackled us to 

the same failed global corporate elite ruling class progressive pig (GCERCPP Inc.) policies that 
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Trump just unshackled us from: the renewed China, Russia, Iran, N. Korea, and Afghan 

aggression; the failed Paris Climate Accord and Iran treaty; the recurrence of foreign and 

domestic radical militants (e.g., Taliban, Al-Qaeda, Isis, BLM, Antifa, Mexican cartels); the 

recurrence of open borders, millions of illegal invaders, refugees, and criminals; no-bond and 

prisoner-release policies; and defunding the police.  Then, after unleashing countless criminals 

on an unprotected and defenseless public, they enact gun control. They have suppressed covid 

therapeutics and instituted unscientific totalitarian lockdowns and mask mandates that have 

increased and prolonged Covid and destroyed over one third of our small businesses. They’ve 

rigged and federalized our election laws and are usurping private property through rent 

moratoriums.  

They’ve again destroyed our energy sector causing high-cost energy and gasoline and have 

taken us from energy independence back to foreign energy dependence. They’ve socialized our 

government with reckless spending deficits, created a massive new progressive dependent 

welfare state that’s caused high taxes, unemployment, and inflation. They’ve again weaponized 

the IRS, DOJ, intelligence agencies, and bureaucrats to target, attack, suppress and jail their 

political opponents and conservative donors, turning them into criminals. They’ve formed 

fascist corporate government alliances to eliminate civil liberties, free speech, gun rights, and 

fair elections. They are self-proclaimed Marxists who support Marxist critical race theory, find it 

necessary to control every aspect of our lives, and are still arrogant enough to claim they are 

defenders of democracy. Whatever these moronic Marxist hypocrites touch they ruin, leaving a 

path of destruction in their wake. Their lust for power and money is insatiable and they will do 

and say anything to keep it. They mimic French aristocrats prior to the French Revolution and 

hopefully will receive the same justice.     

To maintain power, push their insane polices, strip you of your freedoms, and usher in Soros’s 

One World Marxist Order, Progressives, like a flock of chicken littles, scream in unison, “the sky 

is falling”. They hysterically sensationalize lies e.g., climate change, racism, black genocide by 

police, white privilege, white supremacy, voter suppression, insurrections, covid deaths, 

immigrant whippings. They manufacture crisis by eliminating bail, prisons, and deportations, 

then release criminals and illegal aliens on our streets. They promote looting, violence, crime 

and allow the mentally ill to roam aimless and homeless. They open borders, defund police, 

generate covid, racial, gender, and police hysteria, then blame guns for the increased crime and 

chaos that they’ve deliberately created. Like cheap jailhouse cons, they’re playing you! 

They shut down our energy and economy, then impose dependent Marxist government-

controlled welfare programs e.g., rent and student loan moratoriums, prolonged 

unemployment benefits, child tax credits. Obsessed, Progressives can’t leave you alone; they 

must control you and transform America. For example, 90% of American Indians polled had no 

problem with the name “Washington Redskins”, but racism really wasn’t their objective. Like 

bullies flexing their muscles, they had to manufacture a crisis, force a name change, and make 

you eat their equity dog shit.  
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Pelosi, Schumer, Biden, and the Progressive Pigs deny travel to unvaccinated U.S. citizens but 

block Texas Governor Abbott’s executive order to stop unvaccinated illegals from traveling. 

They mandate vaccinations for U.S. citizens but not for illegals crossing our borders. 

Progressives insist on photo ID proof for vaccinations but not for voting. Governor Newsom 

(CA) requires verified signatures on all recall ballots but not at the ballot box. Progressive Cori 

Bush (D-MO) led a mob to Mark McCloskey’s house where they threatened to burn it down, kill 

him, his wife, and their dog.  The only people arrested from this incident were the McCloskey’s, 

for brandishing weapons, while on their own property, defending themselves and their 

property from the mob. Bush later testified at Trump’s impeachment trial, accusing Trump of 

inciting a riot. Progressives love rubbing your nose in their two-tier justice system.  

Trump was solving our problems, now Biden and the Progressives are back, screwing things up. 

Domestically, Biden was warned what would happen if he defunded the police. Recently The 

Guardian reported that the U.S. had the largest annual increase in murders in six decades. The 

FBI Uniform Crime Report indicates that 21,570 homicides and 1.3M violent crimes were 

committed in 2020, a 29.4% and 5% increase respectively from 2019. Still the Progressives 

march on, using their bureaucrats and federal agencies to centralize, federalize, and politicize 

our local governments, police forces and organizations. Like Maduro and Chavez replaced 

Venezuelan police with their biker thugs, the Progressives want to replace our local police with 

Antifa and BLM thugs.   

Unconstitutionally they use the DOJ to suppress first amendment free speech and turn political 

opponents into domestic terrorists. They locked up January 6th protesters for months without 

trial. They criminalized parents who spoke out to protect their children against Marxist critical 

race theory indoctrination and unscientific mask and vaccine mandates. Israel, Demark, UK, and 

many other studies indicate masks and lock downs have increased COVID cases. Under Biden, 

just 9 months into his 2021 term, COVID deaths are already higher than in all of 2020. Yet they 

tyrannically march on.  

According to the Washington Examiner, economists warned the Progressives that the massive 

government $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act would cause inflation and, sure enough, the 

New York Post reported it’s already costing the average American household an extra $175 a 

month. Biden was told if they clamped down on oil and gas production we would face an 

energy crunch, and even CNN recently reported that oil has risen 4% in one week with no signs 

of easing. Reuters reported that gas prices are at a 7-year high, and the Wall Street Journal 

reported that natural gas shortages have set off a scramble for energy ahead of winter. The 

ruling class pigs don’t care because they’re essential and their rules don’t apply to them. While 

they jump on their private jets, they claim that it’s better for humanity if the unwashed 

polluting peasants stay home, starve and freeze. 

The Progressives knew if they kept welfare payments going businesses would lack employees. A 

recent Bloomberg headline read “US Payrolls Growth Misses Big Again with Smallest Gain of 

Year.’  Without employees, our supply chains are down. Christmas gifts will be the least of your 
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worries when your family has no food. But it’s all right because the Washington Post reported 

that Americans have been living too high on the hog for too long, that the peasants need to 

start lowering their expectations and preparing for the new world order communist lifestyle.   

Obama was told taxpayers would shoulder student loan debt when he federalized student 

loans, but he didn’t care. Biden has now transferred $3.5B of student debt to taxpayers by 

canceling 325K disabled borrowers’ student loans. While they’re annihilating the lower and 

middle class and willfully disregarding U.S. citizens, they're feeding the poor morphine subsidies 

to make it painless when it's their turn to go. Party over people, comrades!  

Military leaders verified in Congressional hearings that Biden was informed of the 

consequences of pulling out of Afghanistan, but he did it anyway. Near the end of the botched 

withdrawal the Biden administration killed 10 innocent civilians, including 7 Afghan children, in 

a botched drone strike while trying to cover for his inept policies which went awry. As a first 

installment to pay for his mistakes, Biden, his Progressives, and 19 RINOs have burdened 

American taxpayers with $6.3B in a continuing resolution to resettle over 150K Afghan refugees 

in the U.S. - coming soon to a neighborhood near you! Also included is $1.6B to resettle illegal 

immigrants, provide money for Critical Race Theory, and to fund vaccine mandates, none of 

which did the RINOs or Republicans bother to share with the American people.   

According to Axios, Erika Mouynes, Panama’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, warned Biden of the 

Haitian invasion of the U.S. months before it occurred. We now have tens of thousands of 

unvetted Haitians roaming our streets and collecting government benefits, with tens of 

thousands more on their way. They were granted amnesty in other countries, but Biden offered 

them better benefits, to be paid for by American taxpayers, to come here. According to the WSJ 

Biden now plans on giving every illegal $450K-$1M in reparations because they were detained 

at the border and separated from their families while illegally breaking into our country. 

Knowing that their massive, baseless, insane policies have and will continue to obliterate our 

society, they unapologetically continue their lustful Captain Crunch march of absurdity toward 

more money and power. It’s a forgone conclusion that when their disastrous campaigns go 

awry, void of emotion, they’ll flush their incompetent diarrhea on the poor and middle class, 

forcing them to pay the price for their psychosis. The global corporate elite ruling class 

progressive pigs (GCERCPP Inc.) want to rule the world but can’t wipe their own asses. They 

destroy everything they touch (e.g., democracies, economies, energy, education, foreign 

policy.) If Biden and his progressive Marxist pigs aren’t made to suffer consequences for their 

actionable conduct, they will never stop ramming their insane destructive policies down our 

throats. Like the Taliban, the only thing they understand is systemic therapy. 

The conservative media doesn’t grasp that the Progressives don’t care about their sinking poll 

numbers or the crises they created at the border, in Afghanistan, in the economy, or in the 

energy sector. They don’t give a damn if they’re exposed rigging elections (especially 

California’s.) They don’t care how hypocritical they looked when they threatened to impeach 
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Trump after they dared him to ignore numerous Obama judge court orders that they imposed.  

Now they completely ignore Supreme Court orders to reinstate the ‘Stay in Mexico’ policy, to 

remove their illegally imposed rent moratoriums, and to follow the COVID vaccine mandate 

injunction. They don’t care if their propaganda is truthful or righteous but only that it’s effective 

in advancing their Marxist fascist agenda. They play by Saul Alinsky’s Marxist rules, not by our 

constitutional laws. They’re backed by the intelligence agencies, DOJ, courts, global 

corporations, big tech, and their corporate controlled media. They don't care what the Supreme 

Court thinks, they certainly don’t care what you think, and if you become a nuisance, they’ll 

destroy you. Once the Build Back Better reconciliation bill is passed, they'll have fait accompli, 

with a complete government takeover and the Marxist transformation of America.  

Terrified that the global elite ruling class corporate media and Progressives will vilify them, the 

worthless, gutless, sellout republicans quietly line their pockets while they idly stand by and 

watch the Marxists take over our country. Worse, they validate the Progressives’ insane 

assertions by participating in their manufactured crises. Republicans bought the Marxist lie that 

we needed police reform. The Washington Post, however, found that in 2020, of the 50M 

police interactions and 10M arrests, only 18 unarmed blacks were killed.  This means an 

unarmed black was killed in .000036 % of all police interactions - hardly an ‘epidemic’ in need of 

reform. Republicans conceded to the Marxist lie that white supremacy needs to be 

investigated. However, the WSJ found that exactly 0 people were killed by white supremacists 

in 2021, and Heather Mac Donald of the Manhattan Institute found that blacks committed 88% 

of inter-racial crime. Additionally, the FBI found virtually no white supremacy and asserted that 

environmental groups committed more domestic terrorism than white supremacists. The FBI 

was dismantling their white supremacist unit until Biden, the DOJ, AG Garland, and the 

Progressives decided they needed to manufacture another nonexistent campaign crisis and 

kept the unit intact. Unfortunately for them, when addressing the issue, they cannot cite any 

white supremacist’s names or organizations. Maybe instead of trying to be woke they should 

wake up! The corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs always need to create racial chaos to 

maintain power. 

When reporting on Robert E. Lee’s statue removal, John Scott of Fox News referred to 

Charlottesville as ‘the place where the white supremacist rally took place.’ No, this is where 

George Soros’s Antifa terrorists used counterinsurgency to disrupt another pro-American 

demonstration just like they did in Portland, at the January 6th rally, and across the country.  

Adding insult to injury, during Scott’s report, the Fox News crawler claimed that Capitol 

policeman Sicknick died after being struck on the head with a fire extinguisher. No, that was 

fake news! His own family and Judicial Watch reported that he died from an aneurism 

unrelated to the January 6th rally. By validating Progressive propaganda, Fox News played right 

into their Marxist hands. Does this represent Fox News’ opinion?  

RINO Kevin McCarthy also accused Trump of being culpable in the January 6th protest, and old 

reliable sellout senator Cruz, currying progressive media favor, accused January 6th protesters 
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of being violent terrorists. No, the January 6th Capitol Hill counterinsurgency was another 

progressive Saul Alinsky tactic, a Charlottesville 2.0 repeat. One counterinsurgency tactic of the 

FBI, DOJ, and militant progressive organizations is to covertly insert themselves into a social 

movement, then influence its outcome by either disrupting or encouraging their activities. They 

used these tactics during the Civil Rights Movement, the 1968 Democrat Convention riots, the 

Russia collusion hoax, Charlottesville, Michigan Governor Whitmer’s kidnapping plot, the 

January 6th protest, etc. (See DP, Ch. Social Justice, p.38) 

Many Republicans agree with the Marxists that we need punitive climate change measures 

when U.S. CO2 emission have fallen to 1993 levels. They side with Progressives on looser 

election laws even though legitimate reform has increased minority voting by 11-17%. 

Republicans get played by progressive Saul Alinsky tactics, then run away in fear, reiterating 

progressive talking points. Republicans need to stop talking and acting like pansies. As noted by 

Duke of Wellington, “As Lord Chesterfield said of the generals of his day, I only hope when the 

enemy reads the list of their names, he trembles as I do.’”   

These global corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs (GCERCPP Inc.) are deliberately 

planning destruction and mayhem. Devoid of thought, care, and authority they are dismantling 

our constitution, culture, legal system, rights, liberties, free markets, business, private property, 

foreign policy, sovereignty, borders, prisons, and police. They are raiding our treasury, 

recklessly spending, taxing, regulating, and buying votes using a taxpayer funded socialized 

welfare state.  

The reconciliation bill is their latest boondoggle to finish the destruction and transformation of 

America. It is an everlasting global corporate elite ruling class progressive pig (GCERCPP Inc.) 

one-party rule power and money grab that pushes $5.5T in spending and $3T in new taxes. This 

bill does more than create reckless inflationary spending that devours the poor and middle 

classes and lines the pockets of corrupt elite progressive pigs. It includes every progressive wish 

list over the last 20 years and endless Marxist one-party rule policies. Even Nancy Pelosi admits 

the bill is more about policies than money. The Progressives are fine with cutting the cost of the 

bill from $3.5 trillion to $1.5 trillion by limiting its duration from 10 to 5 years and using other 

accounting tricks. They understand that once it passes it will be impossible to revoke and these 

polices will put them in power and control forever.  

Progressives are desperate to rush through the Build Back Better bill before the next election, 

hoping people will become hooked on their opiated government subsidies. Americans are 

waking up to their destructive divisive lies and totalitarian policies. They are crashing in the 

polls and their last chance to transform America into a fascist, aristocratic, totalitarian society is 

to temporarily redistribute other people’s money and amass illegal immigrants. Just a glimpse 

inside the contents of the bill reveals the progressive Marxist’s real intent is to take federal 

control of housing, immigration, environment, voting, unions, means of production, and non-

work-required, cradle-to-grave, progressive, welfare-dependent spending policies.  
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The Progressives, in Democrat clothing, are still trying to push this bill through in its entirety. If 

they can’t, they plan to break it into pieces and pass the parts individually. And if they can’t 

pass a part, as Biden said, they’ll change the rules.   

Note: “De Program the Progressive Program” is a free primer offered below on this website. I 

recommend that you read it, and I constantly reference it throughout this document using this 

format: (See DP Ch. Title, p.#.)  I wrote the primer over one year before Mark Levin’s great 

book, ‘The American Marxist’, was published. While both documents discuss the Marxist 

evolution concept, Mark’s book goes into greater detail than my primer, but we both reference 

many of the same authors. 
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II: TAXES 
Centralized Federal Control 

One Party Rule: Marxist Redistribution 

The over 40 corporate, domestic, and capital gains taxes included in the massive Build Back 

Better reconciliation bill will not pay for the Progressives’ more than $3.5 trillion social spending 

packages. The Tax Foundation estimates the $3.5 trillion spending bill will only generate about 

$1.06 trillion in revenue after the proposed taxes and will be more than $2.44T short of paying 

for itself. In the long run, our GDP will fall by 1% and workers’ wages will drop by 0.68%.  

University of Chicago economist Casey Mulligan claims the reconciliation bill will kill 7M full-

time jobs. Brought on by the newly passed $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan Act, the CPI 

report shows annual inflation has risen from less than 2% to around 6.2% - a 31-year high - and 

is expected to hit 7% by the end of 2021. The U.S. economy still hasn’t felt the effects of the 

$1.2T bogus infrastructure bill passed after the American Rescue Plan Act. The infrastructure 

bill, supported by a few RINOs, is filled with over $1T in graft with only $110B of the $1.2T going 

to infrastructure. Those two bills, together with the $3.5T Build Back Better reconciliation bill, 

will easily increase inflation from 7% to 13% or higher, with $6.6T needlessly injected into our 

economy. According to the Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, the real cost of the 

Bernie/Biden bill over 10 years is $5.5T, bringing the total cost of all three bills to over $8.6T.  

The Atlanta Fed’s GDP estimate for Q3 2021 has gone from 6% growth under Trump’s policies 

to 0.5% under the Biden administration’s new socialist policies. The small business health care 

mandates that include Obamacare will drive many small businesses out of business. The $3.5T 

reconciliation bill on its own will annihilate the poor and middle classes and bankrupt the entire 

country. If the bill can’t be stopped, the Progressives will finally get their wish of subjugating 

U.S. citizens under their fascist, aristocratic, totalitarian policies and destroying America. It will 

be far worse than President Johnson’s disastrous multi trillion-dollar Great Society that resulted 

in more people being more impoverished for a longer period of time by imposing government 

dependency on them for the last 60 years. Kevin Hassett, former Senior Advisor and Chairman 

of the Council of Economic Advisors, claims Biden is committing econocide.  

Progressives like Jim Clyburn (D-SC) are advising their party members not to discuss the cost. 

It’s a Pelosi bill: half of the 2,500-page bill will not even be brought to the floor for discussion so 

no one will ever know what's in it. According to Americans for Tax Reform (ATR) 80% of 

Americans oppose the tax hikes, and studies, including the CBO’s, claim anywhere between 

25%-75% of the tax hikes will fall on the poor and middle class. The Joint Committee on 

Taxation claims that small businesses and the middle class will pay 75% of the bill and that 66% 

of the tax increases that fall on corporations will be passed on to the poor and middle class 

affecting 169 million Americans, the majority of whom are in the $40K-$400K income bracket. 

Build Back Worse taxes methane gas and adds a carbon tax which will immediately increase 

your already skyrocketing energy costs another 17% and will incrementally increase 5% above 
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inflation every year thereafter. It will raise U.S. corporate tax rates higher than China’s, 

incentivizing businesses to move to China. This defeats the bill’s environmental purpose 

because China admits five times the carbon when producing the same goods as the U.S.  It will 

raise the top income tax rate to 39.6%, corporate tax rate to 28%, and capital gains tax rate to 

26%, disincentivizing capital investments or plans to sell your house and retire. It will create a 

1% tax on every stock trade, a 40% business tax, up to a 43% small business inheritance tax, a 

15% global minimum tax, and an international tax code that strips away American sovereignty.  

It creates an annual wealth tax on unrealized holdings and investment gains which are taxed 

retroactively the first year, stealing the equity from your home and property. For example, if 

Gramma’s house increased $300K in value over the last 20 years, she would have to pay 0.26% 

capital gains X $300K increased value = $78K the first year, and the capital gains on the 

increased value every year thereafter. If Gramma didn’t have the money, she could either 

borrow at today’s inflated rates or lose her home; she could sell to, or be foreclosed on by, one 

of Biden’s BlackRock conglomerates that reside at the White House, then rent one of their small 

apartments at a ridiculous monthly rate. The same would apply to jewelry, paintings, antiques, 

and other appreciating property that you own, whether you sell it or not. Hopefully you don’t 

have gold fillings. Inept political con artists who never worked a day in their life, like Elizabeth 

Warren (Sen-MA), manipulate laws to steal property from hard working American citizens. 

Americans are now expected to hand over the property they worked their entire lives to 

acquire and let dirty politicians divvy it up between themselves, corporations, and illegal aliens - 

because they say so.  

The bill includes $80 billion to hire 50,000 more IRS agents to tax and/or monitor any bank 

account with more than $10K in transfers during a year, so if you spend over $27 per day or 

give to the wrong 501(c)(3) or political campaign, big brother will be watching. The bill also 

includes $8B to fund a progressive civilian climate corps, to knock on your door, impose fines, 

and force business and residential property owners to comply with the Progressive’s Green 

New Deal. It includes $80 billion for direct housing subsidies, $90B for rent subsidies, and $10B 

to provide $25,000 down payment grants to minority first-time homebuyers – yes, dependent 

on their skin color. It includes $107B to provide illegal immigrants with housing, legal 

assistance, counseling, education, and the necessary application fees to resettle them in the 

U.S. It permanently increases the so-called Child Tax Credit, forcing you to pay for other people 

to have children, including illegals and refugees. Families would receive $3,600 for each child 

under age 6 and $3,000 for each child between ages 6 and 17 annually or in monthly 

installments of $300 or $250 per child respectively. It provides free universal pre-kindergarten, 

$50,000 student loan forgiveness, and expands and lowers Medicare from age 65 to 60 which 

will force it into insolvency within two years. The bill includes price controls on pharmaceuticals 

that are estimated to cut research and development by 60% creating 340 fewer new drugs per 

year.  If you don’t pay these taxes directly, you’ll pay in higher costs of goods and services, in 

lower wages, and perhaps job loss. 
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This bill purposely doesn’t require a child’s Social Security number which will expand all these 

entitlements to illegals, including the millions that recently crossed the border and all the 

refugees Joe just flew in. Many of these folks will receive over $16K a year in Child Tax Credit 

alone and cost taxpayers over $100K a year for enrolling their 4-5 children in special needs 

public schools, $16K in annual medical insurance enrollment (not including hospitalizations, 

medications, and treatment), etc., yielding a total cost to taxpayers of over $200K per family, 

per year. Since 1990, the U.S. has gained 100M people which is overwhelming our environment 

and infrastructure due to overcrowding. Fat-ass corporate pig sellouts like Lofgren (D-CA) and 

Nadler (D-NY) call their new Illegal voters ‘infrastructure’ and ‘economic opportunities’, and 

refuse any amendments that disallow illegals citizenship for any reason including for gang 

members, criminals, rapists, etc. Progressives don’t give a damn about U.S. citizens or 

destroying the country. Their goal is to increase their power by replacing citizens with a 

permanent, underclass voting base that they control. Everything they and Biden touch turns 

into a crisis: the border, economy, Afghanistan, energy, democracy, etc. 

All these dependent progressive Marxist subsidy promises, e.g., $500B universal paid family and 

medical leave, $427B childcare, $98B child and dependent care tax credit, $556B Child Tax 

Credit, $210B Obamacare and Medicaid expansion, $285B Medicare dental hearing and vision 

coverage, $550B green energy subsidies, free nutrition, free Community College, etc., without a 

single workfare requirement will destroy free market incentives. The bill also gives the 

Progressives’ rich political donors $80K tax deductions by repealing SALT and $12K tax credits 

for buying electric vehicles (EVs,) and gives their journalist friends a 5-year payroll tax cut. Every 

Marxist takeover, e.g., Cuba, Venezuela, Russia, China, initially uses other people’s money to 

lure you with free stuff that soon runs out, then rapidly their free stuff promises evaporate. 

That time will come soon to a city near you, and your right to everything will become your right 

to nothing except their subjugated control.  

Supplemental checks are welfare redistribution, and the $3.5 trillion Build Back Better bill will 

make them permanent. When money from high-income earners is given to low-income 

earners, it reduces the incentive for both parties to work. Reducing work incentives reduces 

workers, which reduces tax revenue. 61% of households presently pay no income tax. If this 

increases to 81%, whose money will they be able to redistribute? This is big government 

welfare dependency and socialized redistribution of wealth on a grand scale. Can anybody say 

‘Venezuela’? Businesses already can’t find people to work because of excessive welfare, and 

this is helping to create supply shortages leading to inflation. Who will supply product to 

welfare recipients? In some sectors, like health care and energy, Progressives want to take over 

the entire means of production. Socialized redistribution discriminates; capitalism does not. For 

example, Biden doesn’t like Florida conservatives. When there was a shortage of monoclonal 

antibodies, an alternate COVID treatment, under Biden’s socialized control, he used his 

dictatorial power to cut off Florida’s supply. Under capitalism’s blind free markets, if there's a 

demand, supply will increase to accommodate everyone, without discrimination. 
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Once again, Biden is lying to push through the progressive Marxist $3.5 trillion policies. In their 

sociopathic, never-wrong, always-right quest for power, Biden used another one of the 

Progressive’s endless divisive tactics, class warfare, crying, ‘pay your fair share.’ This is rich 

coming from a guy that owes over $500,000 in back taxes because of unreported ill-gotten 

earnings gained by selling his office, aka ‘influence peddling.’ According to a 2018 IRS report, 

the U.S. has the most progressive tax code in the world: the top 1% paid 40% of all income tax 

even though they earned 21% of the income, 61% of households presently pay no taxes, and 

2% in the lowest tax bracket receive more money back than they pay in. A $3.5 trillion takeover 

of our economy is insane when retail sales are up 0.07% (1.8% if you exclude auto sales,) 

industrial supply manufacturing is strong, production and business spending are up, there are 

11M unfilled jobs, and climbing Inflation is threatening our economy due to the increased 

money supply caused by government spending and money printing. When confronted with the 

massive inflation and debt that the bill will produce from the Progressives’ endless spending, 

Biden of course deflected and blamed the Trump administration. 

Progressives hate profits, but without profits, businesses can't expand which results in wage 

cuts and layoffs. The Build Back Better House Ways and Means bill restores the 39.6% tax rate 

on incomes above $400K. This will cut S&P profits by as much as $100B - nearly half of Wall 

Street’s profits expected next year – and will devastate small businesses using S-Corp pass- 

throughs to avoid double taxation. It will mean zero wage increases for the poor and middle 

class and zero investment in business equipment and technology. It will take us back to the 

Obama/Biden era of stagnation and the days of zero family income growth. Taxing companies 

more will decrease profits and wages, slow the economy, and create stagnation. Biden’s level-

the-playing-field tax hikes are three times the size of Trump’s tax cuts, will make everyone 

poorer, equal in misery, and threaten businesses and family farms. But that’s ok because the 

federal bureaucrats will receive 12 weeks of paid family leave for any reason, even to help a 

friend. Left-wing, anti-Trump bureaucrats love high taxes, big government, and big government 

spending because they feed at the big government trough. An Open Secrets poll found 94% of 

federal bureaucrats donate to Democrats. No wonder they worked so hard to remove Trump.  

Trump’s tax cuts created lower unemployment, less poverty, less income inequality, and higher 

government revenues. Higher productivity creates higher wages without creating inflation, 

which creates a higher standard of living for everyone. According to the Labor Department, in 

2019, under Trump, annual real medium household income rose by $4,400, a larger increase 

than under the Bush and Obama administrations combined. Real wages rose 8.4% for the 

bottom 10%, and 5.2% for the top 10%. Real wealth for the bottom income earners rose 28.4% 

and 8.9% for the top 1%. Unemployment among minority groups dropped to 50-year lows.  The 

Build Back Better bill includes 40 new taxes and endless welfare benefits which will reduce 

productivity and government revenue. Clearly these bills are about implementing Marxist 

policies and not about raising government revenue. 
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The Trump tax cuts gave us record profits which gave us record tax revenue and repatriated 

$1.6 trillion back to the US. The $350B in tax cuts paid for themselves. In fact, except for about 

$100B due to the covid pandemic, Trump’s entire $1.6 trillion package was paid for within 18 

months, just before the pandemic hit. Under Trump’s tax cuts, Federal tax revenues were still 

booming in the second quarter of 2021, reaching 19.3% of GDP, a 61-year all-time high. The 

2021 fiscal year ended September 30th and according to the IRS, the following income tax 

brackets realized reductions in their overall tax bills: $15K-$50K averaged a 20% reduction, 

$50K-$100K a 16% reduction, and high-income earners an 11% reduction. At the same time, 

overall Federal revenue grew 18%: revenue from corporate taxes increased by 75%, revenue 

from individual income tax increased by 27.5%, and revenue from capital gains increased by 

33%. The Laffer Curve is working: lower tax rates increase government revenue. Government 

revenue from Trump’s tax cuts is slated to match pre-cut tax levels by 2023. Tax cuts pay for 

themselves, create faster growth, higher wages, and higher tax revenue, and reduce income 

inequality. In their never-ending pursuit for failed Marxist policies and control, Progressives will 

never admit or permit successful supply-side economics which prove them wrong. (See DP, Ch. 

Big Government Vs Little Government, p.60)  

The Atlanta Fed’s GDP growth estimate for the third quarter of 2021 has gone from 6% to 0.5% 

under the Biden administration’s new socialist policies. Obama’s explanation for his failed 

economic policies was his mythical proclamation that ‘the days of two plus percent GDP are 

over.’ Like Obama’s spending bills, most of Bernie’s Marxist $3.5 trillion reconciliation bill is a 

Progressive Party power graft grab that will slow growth even below Obama’s World War II 

record. Obama gave $800B of taxpayer money to his progressive cronies and campaign donors, 

like Solyndra, that took taxpayer money then declared bankruptcy. Obama then joked that 

shovel-ready projects weren’t so shovel ready after all. Only 8 months in office and Bernie/ 

Biden will have spent over $8.5 trillion, consumed half of all U.S. private property, and doubled 

our crises. For the Marxists, it’s party over country, comrade.  

China got their money’s worth when they bought Biden. After Afghanistan, when Biden signs 

the Build Back Better bill, he will have made his second installment towards reimbursing the 

$1.5B China gave him; dropping their tariffs will be his third. Much of the reconciliation money 

will go to China, who will build the solar panels and batteries necessary for the Progressives’ 

disastrous Green New Deal policies. As Trump’s National Economics Director Larry Kudlow 

reported, there are not enough rare earth minerals to build even a fraction of the electric cars 

needed or planned. Mark Mills, Senior Fellow at the Manhattan Institute, agrees. He claims that 

data from the International Energy Agency and World Bank indicate that switching from fossil 

fuels to green energy will vastly increase the cost of each unit of energy, e.g., each mile driven, 

each hour of energy used. The data also indicates that the green energy transformation will 

increase the cost of minerals by anywhere from 1000% to 4000%. He claims the green agenda 

will cause the biggest increase in mineral demands the world has ever seen, that the cost of the 

transition will increase the price of commodities and products astronomically, and that there 

aren’t enough minerals to make this transition.   
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Electric car stations are another government boondoggle that China will help erect. Reimagine 

the government building gas stations to support gas engine car manufactures. Except for the 

rich, electric cars are a few years out and electric car stations will lay idle. In fact, they may 

never be used. This won’t matter because the ruling class has fixed it so that only they can 

afford the cost of an electric vehicle.  Even if Average Joe does buy an electric vehicle, he 

probably won’t be able to afford the monthly mileage bill he’ll receive compliments of the Build 

Back Better bill. Then again, with the high cost of limited goods, services, and the triple-added 

carbon tax, he won’t be able to afford anything anyway and won’t need to go anywhere. (See 

DP, Ch. The Debate: Equality or Individual Liberty (Kotkin), p.7) 
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III: HOME ACT 
Joe Lied; The Suburbs Died 

One Party Rule: Change Opponent’s Voting Districts & Demographics 
 

In 1974, Schumer attempted to force black people out of two Brooklyn Flatbush towers by 

remodeling and making them more expensive so blacks could no longer afford to live in the 

area. In 2017, Obama, used federal authority to target Westchester, NY, He threatened to 

withhold $20M from their county until they built 10K units of low-income, multi-family housing.    

A nice little conservative suburb where the hard-working middle class enjoyed a peaceful life 

and a safe place to raise their families had to be destroyed and changed into a progressive 

voting district in the name of equity. They were racist for not wanting their neighborhoods 

turned into a Progressive-run, inner-city ghetto with drive-by shootings, riots, and looting. They 

must be made to eat Progressive equity dog shit. Obama also built low-income projects in 

conservative DeKalb County, Illinois, then transferred Chicago’s ghettos and the Progressive 

voting bloc there, destroying middle-class property values, neighborhoods, businesses, and 

towns. It’s racist for hard-working lawful people to enjoy peace and safety while non-working 

unlawful government dependents don’t; therefore, hard-working lawful people’s lifestyles must 

be destroyed for the collective good. The Progressives’ legal logic: “equal misery.” Party over 

people, comrade.  

Surprise! Biden lied during the campaign when Trump exposed Biden’s plan to change zoning 

laws to build projects in the suburbs. Immediately following the election, Biden authorized the 

“Home Act” which federalized suburban zoning laws, eliminating restrictions on apartment 

buildings and lot sizes, and redrawing roads and highways that Progressives deemed racist. 

Biden’s equity “Home Act” withholds state, suburban and transportation money, your tax 

money that you sent to Washington, if you refuse to comply with the law. Eliminating the 

exclusionary zoning law barriers expedites affordable, multi-family, Section 8, low-income 

housing in suburban areas. It also places inner-city politicians on suburban councils which 

allows them to authorize and collect a portion of suburban taxes and control suburban planning 

projects.  

In the name of equity, Biden has allocated $213B in the reconciliation infrastructure bill that 

allows inner-city progressive politicians to put low-income housing projects into your nice 

suburban neighborhood. Inner-city progressive politicians will now be financially and legally 

equipped to dump their ghetto problems, which they created, into your suburbs. Now your 

children, or as Biden refers to them, ‘your little white supremacists’, can experience the equity 

of a progressively run, inner-city ghetto with substandard violent schools, drive by shootings, 

riots, and looting. All you woke suburban moms and grandparents who were brainwashed by 

the global elite ruling class corporate media into believing that Trump was your enemy will 

soon realize who you voted for, who’s your real enemy, and the evil Biden truly represents.      
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Every now and then, during a rare interview, Biden, without detail, will make a quick quip about 

his plan to ‘fix’ another one of their manufactured crises, like ‘the housing crisis.’ Their plan is to 

take over your property in the name of equity and turn it over to the global corporate elite 

progressive ruling class pigs (GCEPRCP Inc.) Problem solved! Even though 30% of the suburban 

population is now inhabited by minorities, the global corporate ruling class elite can now profit 

by fulfilling their latest money-making brainstorm and force you to eat their progressive dog 

shit under the guise of ‘equity’ and ‘racism’  

Using the Build Back Better bill, they can now flood your hard-earned neighborhoods, streets, 

schools, and hospitals with criminals, gangs, prisoners, refugees, terrorists, third world illegal 

indigents, welfare recipients, and ghetto projects. Then, after they surround you with their 

misfits, they’ll strip you of your guns, leave you defenseless, and help the scumbags they 

created devour you. Their redistribution will, of course, destroy your neighborhood, the middle-

class, middle-class lifestyle, and free market, and turn your life to shit while enriching their 

corporate masters and strengthening the progressive one-party rule.  

After a rigged election, California’s governor Newsom survived a recall, then rewarded his big 

real estate donors by passing SB9 and SB10. These bills will completely abolish all California 

suburbs by eliminating single family zoning. His real estate developer buddies can now turn 

single family homes into four apartment units and build multi-family, low-income housing in the 

middle of your residential neighborhoods. Just like they don’t mind giving your vote to a more 

progressive and worthy illegal alien that they recruit, they have no problem giving your country 

and neighborhood to foreigners who are more loyal to their party’s interest. And these pigs 

have the balls to call you Nazi’s. Party over country, comrades!     

Under the Build Back Better bill, all property owners can experience property devaluation, drive 

by shootings, looting, ghetto harassment, and the destruction of their neighborhoods. Biden 

and his global corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs have embedded exclusionary policies 

and $213B in the bill which will expose your urban and suburban middle-class neighborhoods to 

ghetto projects by providing financing to Airbnb and Blackrock-type conglomerates to build 

multi-family rental properties in suburban areas. The Build Back Better bill drives down 

property values, allowing progressive pigs to purchase property cheap and further their social 

engineering campaign to destroy the middle class. For decades, across the country, from New 

York to California, the global pigs have been using progressive politicians to devalue highly 

desired urban and suburban areas by promoting higher taxes, crime, homelessness, and their 

latest ruse, COVID lockdowns. It’s little wonder why Airbnb so generously volunteered to house 

20K unvetted Afghan refugees, coming soon to a neighborhood near you. (See multiculturalism 

p.10)  

In 2016, the World Economic Forum ran a video regarding the building of high-rises in the 

suburbs, stating: ‘you will own nothing and be happy.’ BlackRock, a major Biden campaign 

donor, has recently been buying entire suburban neighborhoods and then renting out the 

properties. It has been estimated that as many as 1 out of 6 homes in the suburbs are now 
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being purchased by BlackRock. Changing suburban zoning laws would greatly enhance their 

investment should they decide to replace the residential housing with commercial and 

government subsidized Section 8, low-income, affordable multi-family units.  

Here is a portion of an article in the Charlemagne Institute’s Chronicles: “BlackRock is 

powerfully connected both in America and abroad. It recently became the first global asset 

manager licensed to start a wholly owned onshore mutual fund business in China. Domestically, 

Chief Executive Larry Fink has raised a shadow government of former Treasury Department 

officials to insulate BlackRock from regulators…As the markets strained amid the pandemic last 

year, Chair of the Federal Reserve Jerome Powell and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin were 

in close contact with Fink at BlackRock… By January 2021, the Biden administration had 

selected several BlackRock alumni for posts: Brian Deese, Adewale “Wally” Adeyemo, and 

Michael Pyle. Deese previously served as BlackRock’s global head of sustainable investing and 

was chosen to head the National Economic Council. Adeyemo, Fink’s former interim Chief of 

Staff, was named Janet Yellen’s top deputy at the Treasury Department. Pyle, BlackRock’s 

global chief investment strategist and an Obama administration veteran, joined as Chief 

economic adviser to Vice President Kamala Harris.” Biden is mandating that Environment Social 

Government (ESG) stocks be part of every company's 401K plans. This would enrich BlackRock 

which is on the forefront of ESG investing and Brian Deese who owns $2.4M in ESG stock. 

Apparently, Biden and his administration work for many global corporate pigs like Soros and 

BlackRock.  

Many landlords are currently facing bankruptcy due to the Biden administration’s eviction 

moratorium act. How convenient! BlackRock and other global conglomerates can now usurp 

private U.S. property by purchasing cheap mortgages bankrupted by the Biden administration. 

OAN discovered landlords who have been forced to sell because of Biden’s eviction 

moratorium. Landlord Rick Martin had to sell two of his five units to rich conglomerates who 

turned one into a multi-family unit and doubled the rent in the other. Wall Street firms like 

Blackstone purchased $5.1B worth of apartments in July 2021 and Home Partners, who now 

owns more than 17K houses across America, purchased $6B worth of units in June 2021, then 

increased the rents. Tricon president and CEO Gary Berman claims that the state of the 

residential rental market enabled them to go from 25,000 to 50,000 homes over the next 3 

years and increased their new rental contracts by 20%. They plan on doubling their purchases 

again after 3 years. (See DP, Ch. The Debate: Equality or Individual Liberty (Kotkin), p.7) 

Not one to be left out of the progressive global takeover of America, China Bill Gates managed 

to skirt U.S. laws and seize the means of production to biologically engineer our food. He 

purchased 300K acres of farmland across 18 U.S. states and seed technology to control our food 

supply. In addition to contributing millions of dollars to the CDC and NIH to control our health 

care systems, medicines (i.e., COVID therapeutics), and public hygiene policies (i.e., masks,) 

Gates provides cover for China’s COVID-gate (See DP, Ch. The Progressive Dirty Bomb: 
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Coronavirus, p.25.) Gates has again allied with China to monopolize all medical sales in Africa, 

where coincidentally Moderna is building a vaccine plant.  

Gates has publicly announced opposition to our livestock and would rather we eat synthetic 

meat along with his genetically modified produce. Under the guise of global warming, he also 

intends on controlling Earth’s temperature by seeding the atmosphere. Gates has evidently 

ordained himself as our food, healthcare, and climate czar despite being neither a doctor nor a 

scientist. If it’s not apparent by now that the global corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs 

(GCERCPP Inc.) plan to control every aspect of our lives, for our own good, it will be as soon as 

they force the passage of the $3.5 trillion Build Back Better bill. As Soros’s necessary idiot 

Schumer promised, when passed it will transform America. He should have added ‘forever 

eliminating our freedom and individual liberty.’  

The global corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs (GCERCPP Inc.) will oversee every aspect 

of our lives (e.g., health care, energy, means of production, products, consumption, business, 

work, transportation, housing, food, speech, guns, demographics, climate.). They had to rig the 

election; it was for our own good. It was crucial that Soros’s One World Order vision be fulfilled 

for the good of the planet, humanity, and global corporate pigs. It’s their world, and Trump and 

those dirty freedom lovers had to be stopped by any means necessary. Everything these pigs 

touch turns to shit, but remember, eating progressive equity shit is good for you. Their policies 

aren’t wrong, they just haven't been properly implemented. Thought control is best for 

everyone, especially them. Party over country, comrade! 
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IV: FOR THE PEOPLE ACT (John Lewis Voting Act) 

One Party Rule: Centralized Control & Legalized Voter Fraud 
Their titles even ring Marxist. To stay in power and out of prison, the Progressives are 

desperate to rush the For the People Act through before the next election. Americans are 

waking up to their destructive, divisive lies and their corrupt, insane, totalitarian policies that 

are enriching them, impoverishing the working class, and obliterating our society. They are 

crashing in the polls and their last chance to cling to power is to transform America into a 

fascist, aristocratic, totalitarian society by amassing illegal immigrants, temporarily 

redistributing other people’s money, and corrupting and changing our election laws.  

Voter fraud worked so well for the Progressives in the 2020 election that the global corporate 

elite ruling class progressive pigs (GCERCPP Inc.) decided to legalize it by including the “For the 

People Act” in the Build Back Better reconciliation bill. Using the reconciliation rule, they can 

push it through with only 50 democrat partisan votes instead of the customary 60 bipartisan 

votes. Legalizing voter corruption will solidify their fascist one-party rule with unverified mail-in 

ballots, unverified ballot signatures, no voter ID requirement, same day registration, unsecure 

dop boxes, vote harvesting, rigged voting machines, and infinite voting periods.  

To bolster support for the bill, the Progressives have campaigned against voter integrity laws, 

claiming election fraud is a figment of our imagination like the other disastrous outcomes and 

corrupt programs voter fraud has enabled them to implement, e.g., critical race theory, no-

bond prisoner-release policies, unconstitutional persecution and prosecution of their political 

opponents, inflation, higher taxes, bogus vaccine mandates, open borders, Afghanistan, and 

outright economic, small business, middle class, and suburban annihilation. (See DP, Ch. Voter 

Suppression, p.32)   

After falsely testifying against Trump during his impeachment trial and mocking Trump’s son 

Barron, Biden appointed Pamela S. Karlan as the DOJ’s Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the 

Civil Rights Division. She is now sending threatening letters to the states that are conducting 

election audits. If you dare provide evidence of election fraud, they’ll have you fired from your 

job, revoke your banking privileges, drive you into bankruptcy, place you on a government 

watch list, censure you on social media, and jail you if possible. Georgia got a taste of the global 

corporate elite progressive pigs’ ire when MLB commissioner Robert Manfred moved the 2021 

All-Star Game & draft out of Georgia to teach them a lesson for securing their elections.  

Even though polls show a wide majority of support for voter ID, e.g., Dems 72%, Blacks 75%, 

and Hispanics 81%, Manfred marionettes like Cub’s broadcaster Jim Deshaies still echo racist 

lies about Georgia’s voting laws while broadcasting games. The only people being suppressed 

when people illegally vote without IDs are American citizens. The information below describes 

the progressive pigs’ (PPs) “For the People Act” including 1) centralized federalization of our 

election laws 2) its inherent design to create election bias, chaos and eliminate voter fairness 

and 3) its permanent fascist one-party rule subjugation.   
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TIME Magazine’s Feb. 2021 article “The Secret History of the Shadow Campaign That Saved the 

2020 Election” bragged about the Progressives’ corruption that took place during the 2020 

election. TIME claimed that the progressive pigs (PPs) touched every aspect of the election by 

getting states to (illegally) change laws, change voting systems, and secure hundreds of millions 

of dollars of public/private funds from Facebook, Google, Soros, Twitter, and other globalist 

corporations. TIME described how the progressive pigs fended off lawsuits, recruited millions of 

people to vote by mail, and recruited armies of poll workers, e.g., Antifa, BLM, teachers’ unions, 

tech employees, and Stacey Abrams “Happy Faces”. TIME also described how the progressive 

pigs pressured social media companies to suppress negative information against their Marxist 

campaign. Evidence of this suppression is found in a report from the Media Research Center 

which states that one in six Biden voters polled would not have voted for Biden if they had the 

knowledge that was suppressed by big tech and the media, like Joe & Hunter’s business 

corruption. TIME bragged about how they launched a campaign to suppressed voter fraud 

information from social media platforms i.e., banning Trump and any skeptics. TIME bragged 

about how the progressive pigs’ organizations deceitfully fended off voter fraud campaigns by 

preconditioning the public to believe that the election would be an anomaly and that it would 

take weeks to count the votes, i.e., to generate enough fraudulent votes to overturn Trump’s 

victory. They boasted about how Norm Eisen, an Obama lawyer, recruited never-Trumpers and 

Democrats to the board of the Voter Protection Program.   

A New York Post article written by William Doyle on October 13th, 2021, reported that Mark 

Zuckerberg spent $419 million to get out the Democrat vote and that this money significantly 

increased Joe’s vote margin in key swing states, like Georgia, where Biden allegedly won by 

12,000 votes, and Arizona, where he allegedly won by 10,000 votes. The Post claims mergers of 

public election offices with private resources and personnel are a threat to our republic and 

should be a focus of reforms. The Center for Technology and Civic Life (CTCL) and the Center for 

Election Innovation and Research (CEIR) passed a staggering $419.5M of Zuckerberg money to 

local government election offices. Every grant came with conditions. They required the 

financing of the infiltration of election offices at the city and county level by left wing activists, 

and to use those offices as a platform to implement preferred administrative practices, voting 

methods, and data sharing agreements, as well as to launch intensive outreach campaigns in 

areas heavy with democratic voters.  

CTCL and CEIR funded vote navigators in Wisconsin to ‘assist’ voters at their front doors by 

answering questions, ‘curing’ ballots, and witnessing absentee ballot signatures. A temporary 

staffing agency affiliated with Stacey Abrams called “Happy Faces” counted the votes amid the 

election night chaos in Fulton County, Georgia. CTCL demanded the promotion of universal mail 

in voting through suspending election laws and extending deadlines that favored mail-in over 

in- person voting. They expanded opportunities for ballot curing, expensive bulk mailings, and 

other lavish community outreach programs that were directed by private activists. CTCL drove 

the proliferation of unmonitored private drop boxes, creating major chain of custody issues, 

and opportunities for novel forms of mail-in ballot electioneering. They allowed for the 
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submission of numerous questionable post-election day ballots and created opportunities for 

illegal ballot harvesting. 

CTCL greatly increased funding for temporary staffing and poll workers which supported the 

infiltration of election offices by paid Democratic Party activists coordinated through a complex 

web of left-leaning nonprofit organizations, social media platforms, and social media election 

influencers. Funding and managing elections have been government functions, not private 

ones, and for good reason. Private organizations are not subject to public rules of transparency 

or the checks and balances of the governmental process and are not accountable to voters if 

the public disapproves of their actions. The effect of these massive privately manipulated 

election offices’ funding disparities was to create a shadow election system with a built-in 

structural bias that systematically favored democratic voters over republican voters. The 

massive influx of funds essentially created a high-power concierge-like get out the vote effort 

for Biden that took place inside the election system rather than attempting to influence it from 

the outside.  

A Breitbart article, “Top Democrat Lawyer Uses Dark Money Network to Fund Progressive 

Lawsuits,” describes how, after pushing the Russian collusion hoax, Marc Elias used a dark 

money network to fund democratic lawsuits, fight voter ID, and encourage mail-in ballots. He 

had extensive ties with a dark money network headed by Arabella Advisors, a company that 

manages several nonprofits e.g., Hopewell Fund, the 1630 Fund, the New Venture Fund, and 

the Winward Fund. According to Fox News, in July 2020, Elias created a Democracy Docket 

Legal Fund, a fiscally sponsored project of the Hopewell Fund. Wealthy Democrat donors use 

these funds to pour cash into dozens of initiatives that fall under Arabella's umbrella to avoid 

transparency. According to the network’s most recent tax forms, the four funds combined to 

haul in $715 million in cash from secret donors in 2019 alone. Most of the cash went to 

promote lawsuits. The group also pushes money to outside organizations that do not fall under 

its auspices. Elias also created the Democracy Docket Action Fund to raise money for voting 

rights. The New York Times reported last year, according to an Act Blue donation page, the 

Action Fund is a project of the North Fund, which is also connected to Arabella Advisors. This 

was all orchestrated to change our voting systems during the last days of the election.  

Center for Tech. & Civic Life (CTCL) gave $419M to democratic counties in 6 swing states for 1) 

poll worker recruitment, pay, & training, 2) polling place rental, 3) staffing support, 4) drive 

through voting, 5) equipment to process ballots and applications, and 6) voter education for 

cities and counties. Only 10% went for COVID protection (PPE) for poll workers, which CTCL 

claimed was its original purpose. CTCL’s board of directors are Exec. Director Tina Epps Johnson, 

an Obama Foundations fellow, Director Tammy Patrick, also Senior Advisor to the Elections 

program at Democracy Fund which has funding ties to Soros, and Christie Sinclair, Sec./Dir. of 

For Obama’s America (FOA).  A RINO Bush-appointed judge stopped Wisconsin from trying to 

stop CTCL’s $6.3M partisan funding of their democrat run cities.  
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According to the Center for Responsible Politics, the big tech ruling class contributions to 

Biden’s campaign far exceeded those to Trump’s: Google $4,332,294 vs $106,211; Microsoft 

$2,240,397 vs $247,998; Amazon $2,224,487 vs $260,140; Apple $1,766,724 vs $97,902; 

Facebook $1,570,645 vs $40,821. These are just a few of the global corporate elite ruling class 

woke progressive pigs who are stealing and divvying up America and whose loyalties are to 

China and globalization. Here are a few more: American Express, BlackRock, JP Morgan Chase & 

Co., Cisco, Coca Cola, Delta, Home Depot, Merck, Porsche, UPS, Viacom, & CBS. The global pigs 

who are selling out America are endless. American corporations are pressured by their China 

based counterparts to go woke and spread racism and division, e.g., BlackRock’s Larry Fink and 

JP Morgan Chase & Co’s Jamie Dimon, Bridgewater’s CEO Ray Dalio, Microsoft’s Bill Gates, 

Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg, Twitter’s Jack Dorcey, Amazon’s Bezos, and many others. 

Although going woke helps deflect from American corporate improprieties like greed, 

unhealthy products, and monopolies, it weakens the corporate environment and strengthens 

China’s. Woke corporations’ slow growth by hiring unqualified quota-based personnel and 

promote policies that put them at odds with best business practices and their consumers.  

Soros’s Transition Integrity Project (TIP,) with ties to Gates, Zuckerberg, Lincoln project, etc., 

partnered with China’s Berggruen Institute in alleged ballot fraud and littered U.S. media with 

demands that Biden not concede in the face of an apparent Trump victory. They threatened to 

unleash Soros’s BLM and Antifa on Americans if Biden lost or if Trump refused to step down. 

Thuggery is symptomatic of the progressive corporate ruling class pigs who use unions and 

bureaucrats to pave the way for their fascism. For decades the Progressives have used muscle 

to invoke unverified ballots, unsecure drop boxes, vote harvesting, rigged voting machines, and 

same day registration, to subjugate, shake down, and destroy U.S. cities. The ruling class pigs 

always employ the same methods used in every communist movement: centralize government 

control, shift power away from the people, then strip the people of their voice and institutions, 

e.g., Cuba, Russia, Venezuela...  

Shift Power Away From The People 
Over the decades, the Progressives have slowly expanded their fraudulent election techniques 

to take over conservative districts and states. For example, during the 2018 mid-terms, after 

election day, conservatives had a substantial lead in one New Mexico and five southern 

California congressional districts. Then the progressive thugs went to work using their “For the 

People Act” rigged voting techniques. Six weeks after the election, they finally manufactured 

enough votes to overturn those districts, giving Progressives control of the House of 

Representatives. In 2020, the progressive ruling class, their bureaucrats, and thugs used “For 

the People Act” techniques to force an illegitimate runoff in Georgia’s Senate race. During those 

Senate runoffs, they used those same methods to steal both Georgia Senate seats, giving 

Progressives control of the Senate.  

At midnight on election night, 11/3/2020, Trump was leading Biden in Georgia by 356,945 

votes, in Pennsylvania by 555,189, in Michigan by 293,052, and in Wisconsin by 112,022. The 
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following morning, at 4:42am on 11/4/2020, WI reported 143K votes miraculously went to 

Biden.  At 6:31am, MI reported 147K votes miraculously went to Biden. There is now video of 

Detroit’s clandestine middle of the night 150K ballot drop. Also, in the wee hours of that same 

morning, PA miraculously reported 500K votes for Biden and 24K for Trump. 6 weeks later, on 

12/15/20, Biden astonishingly had a 11,779-vote lead in GA, 81,660-vote lead in PA, 154,188- 

vote lead in MI, and a 20,682-vote lead in WI. Astonishingly, 14.7M unsolicited mail in ballots 

went missing nationwide and remain unaccounted for. “For the People Act” comrades.  

Nationwide, Biden won only 477 counties whereas Trump won 2,496 counties, 2,019 more than 

Biden. Biden didn’t flip a single House vote and lost 27 of 27 State House races. Trump won 18 

of the 19 bellwether counties. Washington’s Clallam Co., known for its corruption, was the only 

bellwether county Trump lost in 2020, by 1,600 votes, although he won it in 2016. In 2020. 

Trump won all the bellwether states that have predicted the election outcome since 1896. In 

2020 he received 12M more votes than he did in 2016, making him the first incumbent 

president to lose an election after gaining votes. He won his primary by 94%; no president who 

won his primary above 72% has lost the election. The progressive pigs (PPs) still pretend Biden 

won with the most presidential votes in history, yet he couldn’t get 10 people to attend one of 

his rallies.   

The Data Integrity Group found 1) the number of irregular votes in some states greatly 

exceeded Biden’s reported margin of victory: AZ 300K/10K; GA 800K/12K; MI 400K/150K; NV 

200K/30K; PA 1.5M/80K; WI 600K/20K; 2) unverified signatures on faxed ballots and votes 

changed from Trump to Biden; 3) reentered duplicate damaged ballots reverted to prefilled Joe 

Biden ballots; 4) voting machines were connected and all shutdown at the same time; and 5) 

Smartmatic machines that controlled for duplicate votes could control for other variables.   

Peter Navarro’s legal team uncovered outright voter fraud, ballot mishandling, contestable 

process fouls, equal protection clause violations, voting machine irregularities, significant 

statistical anomalies, bribery, fake ballot manufacturing, indefinitely confined voter abuse, 

ineligible voters who voted in multiple states, dead voters, ghost voters, ballots counted 

multiple times, and illegal out of state voters in AZ, GA, MI, NV, PA, WI.  

Arizona: Conservative estimates of a preliminary audit by Cyber Ninjas found 1) 168K ballots 

were printed on fraudulent paper; 2) 11K voters were added to the voter rolls in December that 

voted on November 3rd; 3) 18K voters were scrubbed after the election; 4) 36K voters could not 

prove citizenship; 5) 4K voted after the October 15 deadline; 6) there were 37K security queries 

that deleted the voting logs; 7) Maricopa County counted 74,243 more mail-in ballots than they 

mailed (Maricopa claimed those were early voters, but the paper stock was different on those 

mail-in ballots and they refused to show their records. If 2.1M Arizonians voted by mail, where 

are the other 2,025,757 mail-in ballots?); 8) 173,104 people voted even though the official 

canvas said they didn't vote; 9) 299,493 votes need to be seriously scrutinized; 10) phantom, 

ghost, vacant lot, and nonresident voters totaled 96,389; 11) there were thousands of voters 

that claimed they voted in person when the official record said they voted by mail (to 
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determine this number, Maricopa County will have to turn over their tally sheets); and 12) 

aware that the Republicans were going to make a strong showing on election day, Democrats 

gave them Sharpies to fill out their ballots which bled through the ballot paper. The machines 

then rejected those ballots leaving the Democrats to adjudicate them. Another investigation 

(Mike Roman) found that 740,000 Maricopa County ballots did not have proper chain of 

custody, which violates Arizona statutes, Yet Maricopa County still alleges that Biden’s AZ 

victory margin was 10,457. 

The media uses the results of the Arizona audit in their most recent attempt to slander and 

suppress voter integrity. The Marxists consider Arizona’s audit a victory because the vote tally 

approximated the audit tally even though there were more than 300K questionable votes 

including: 1) 255,000 early votes that didn't have corresponding early vote entry numbers, 2) 

23,344 people voted in districts in which they no longer reside, 3) 23,382 people voted twice, 4) 

there were 9,041 more mail-in ballots counted than were mailed, 5) none of the Arizona 

duplicate ballots had proper serial numbers and could have been duplicated several times, 6) 

3,400 more ballots were cast than counted in the certified results, 7) more than 1,500 ballots 

were cast at the precinct level than showed up to vote, 8) 2,472 ballots shown in EV33 that 

don’t have corresponding entries in the VM55, 9) the machines were connected to the internet, 

10) there was remote access to the election management system (EMS) and 11) internet history 

was recovered from the EMS server, EMS client workstations, adjudication workstations, and 

REWEB1601.  

Controlling the vote tallies either prior, during, or after the election would have been child’s 

play with internet access to the EMS system. Despite Maricopa’s unlawful refusal to allow 

access to routers and databases, the audit uncovered numerus illegal activities regarding the 

databases including 1) general election results purged from EMS on 2/1/2021 (SQL logs indicate 

that the RTR Admin account purged the general election results from the database); 2) contrary 

to law, they failed to preserve operating system logs over the election period, e.g., didn’t have 

Windows security logs, oldest EMS security log was dated 2/5/2021; 3) there was clear 

intention to overwrite the security logs by the EMS Admin account (they overwrote 38,478 log 

entries between 2/11/2021 - 3/13/2021); 4) they deleted 61,384 directories and 447,145 files 

containing election data from Hi-Pro scanners #1, #3, and #4 on 3/3/2021; 5) they deleted 

9,571 directories and 1,064,746 election files from the EMS D\Drive between 11/01/2020-

3/16/2021 prior to audit; 6) they deleted 865 directories and 85,673 scanned ballot election 

files, .dvd files, slog.txt files, etc. from the EMS C\Drive between 10/28/2020-11/05/2021 prior 

to audit. While these illegal tactics could change the final audit tally, they cannot erase the fact 

that there are more than 300K questionable votes. 

In an interview with OAN’s Christina Bobb regarding the 2020 election, Arizona Senator Wendy 

Rogers discussed the informal hearing concerning election fraud in Pima County, AZ. Several 

people from Pima County testified that after canvassing 172 homes, with 52% of the 

households responding, 62 (69%) of the early ballots were cast by nonresidents and 45% of all 
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votes cast were fraudulent. There are several Arizona towns with more voters than the people 

of voting age. For example, Topawa, AZ, has 182 people of voting age yet has 288 registered 

voters. Sells, AZ, has 1,375 people of voting age, yet 2,762 people voted. A fraternity house in 

Arizona has 27 voters with an average age of 45. 

Colorado:  5K deceased people and 25K non-residents voted. Judicial Watch found 40 of 

Colorado’s 64 counties had voter registration rates exceeding 100% of the number of voting-

age citizens. Voter fraud worked so well for Colorado’s Progressive party that the Secretary of 

State, Jena Griswold, anointed herself Queen, pronounced that everyone could now print their 

own ballots, and denied third party outside audits. She accused Mesa County Clerk Tina 

Peterson of revealing passwords that only the SOS office had access to. Then, without oversight 

and with a Dominion employee, Jena broke into Tina’s office and stole computer files, then 

stripped Tina of her elected official right to oversee upcoming elections.  

Georgia: Biden claimed an 11,779-vote victory. The Data Integrity Group, however, found: 1) 

150K data anomalies in Fulton County; 2) disappearance of over 30K votes in GA’s Putnam, 

Dodge, and Dougherty counties; 3) 12K votes swapped from Trump to Biden in Bibb County; 4) 

Fulton County printed ballots that misaligned the Republican candidate’s bubbles so the voting 

machines would reject Republican votes sending them to adjudication (Fulton County state 

election director Richard Barron himself reported on TV that they had a 93.67% rejection rate); 

5) Dominion voting machines in Fulton County rejected 106K of 113K (94%) of the votes which 

two teams of two Democrat operatives adjudicated overwhelmingly in favor of Joe Biden in one 

night (which is miraculous considering it takes each team 2-5 minutes to adjudicate a ballot, so 

it would take two teams 184 days to adjudicate 106K ballots); 6) 68K underage voters voted in 

GA; 7) 9,953 GA voters were registered using non-residential addresses: a) 1,882 at commercial 

addresses, b) 1,336 at County & State government Buildings, and c) 6,735 at hotels or motels; 

8) Zuckerberg’s Center for Election Innovation and Research (CEIR) gave nine battle ground 

states $69M including $5.6M to GA’s SOS Raffensperger; and 9) VOTER GA reported that 74 

Georgia counties illegally wiped their electronic ballot images to avoid an audit. By law, these 

images needed to be preserved for a minimum of three years. 

Fulton County voters sued to inspect ballots. They found evidence showing: 1) video of a group 

of workers illegally scanning thousands of unsealed ballots hidden under a skirted table (they 

scanned 3,000 ballots per hour using five scanners for nearly two hours); 2) there were two 

affidavits, three media reports, SOS IG Frances Watson’s testimony, and an announcement on 

video that proved monitors were told scanning would stop for the night yet it continued after 

they left; 3) ballots were already removed from envelopes; 4) ballots were scanned onto 

memory cards after monitors left; 5) monitors’ views of the skirted table were obstructed by 

the room’s curvature; 6) multiple scanners continually rescanned the same stack of ballots; 7) 

after the monitors left and after the ballot scanning was completed around 12:55am, there was 

an abnormal 100,000-plus Biden vote spike that decided the election; 8) there were two 

affidavits stating that the election feed showed a huge spike in Biden votes just after those 
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ballots were illegally processed; 9) there were four affidavits from experienced auditors who 

claimed they handled fraudulent ballots; 10) Fulton County terminated whistleblowers, kept 

State Farm Arena personnel and refused to show the ballots to resolve the issue; 11) 4,500 

voters were not on the voter rolls; 12) 86K who supposedly registered in 2016 were not on rolls 

when cross-referenced; 13) a small Fulton County recount sample showed 923 of 1,539 mail-in 

ballots were incorrectly recorded, a (60%) error rate.  

A State Farm Arena and Fulton tabulation observer filed an affidavit saying they noticed an 

abnormal 20,000 Fulton County vote spike for Joe Biden, notified the Election Director, Board 

and Attorney, and filed an ORR (Open Records Request) that went unanswered.  An audit 

monitor reported noticing three boxes and stacks of 100% Biden ballots on tables. Four 

auditors detected potentially fraudulent absentee ballots that were a) not creased from being 

mailed, b) marked with toner rather than a writing instrument, and c) on different stock from 

other ballots. The audit monitor filed an ORR to view ballots in custody of election officials but 

was ignored. VOTER GA found 100K bogus votes in just a small sample: a) 67K people voted 

who had changed their address, b) 34K votes were cast with ‘return to sender’ stamps, and c) 

18K dead people voted. VOTER GA also found there were 14K excess voters on election night 

which forced David Purdue into a fraudulent runoff which he lost, giving the progressive pigs 

(PPs) control of the senate. VOTER GA notes that Fulton County is still missing chain of custody 

information for 18,901 ballots. Georgia State Senator Brandon Beach claims that their tally 

sheets don't match up with the ballots, and that between 17K and 35K counterfeit ballots were 

run through a copy machine that have the same half-moon shape on them. Beach stated, “the 

bad thing is not only for President Trump but David Perdue who could have prevented a runoff 

if this didn’t happen.” Beach wants to look at 147,800 ballots. In response to all these 

allegations, Georgia’s SOS Raffensperger cleaned 120K voters from the rolls after the election 

to hide voter fraud.  

There are many reports in the media of GA voting irregularities, including 1) Georgia Star News: 

43,907 drop box ballots violated chain of custody requirements; 2) The Federalist: 35,000 

people voted in a county from which they moved; 3) VOTER GA.org: Fulton County audit off by 

60%, 100,000 tally sheets missing, and 7 falsified tally sheets; 4) PublicInterestLegal.org: 

217,677 mail-in ballots unaccounted for and 27,287 deemed undeliverable; 5) SOS.GA.GOV: 

101,789 obsolete & outdated voter files, 185,666 had no-contact notices.   

The progressive corporate media insists that the votes were counted three times, but in the 

original election results there were accumulated votes hidden in bar codes that were from 

unverified voters. The State Election Board recount was pointless as it simply rescanned the 

same bar codes resulting in a reprinting of the previously unverifiable results. In the full hand 

count audit, 1) tables did not have a member of each party present, 2) data upload points could 

not be monitored in most counties, 3) counties were forced to enter data into the SOS system, 

4) counties had no result totals; SOS told them their results, 5) monitors were prohibited by 6’ 
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distance restrictions making monitoring meaningless, 6) CPGA monitors were refused in Fulton 

& Cobb counties even though they had a qualified presidential write-in candidate. 

Michigan: OAN’s Christina Bobb investigated the 2020 election. She learned that at 4:00am on 

November 4th, the morning after the election, Trump was more than 300,000 votes ahead of 

Biden. According to Monica Palmer, a Wayne County canvasser, around 11:00pm they finished 

counting around 110,000 votes. Then at 3:30am a mysterious truck arrived with 30,000 ballots 

which multiple witnesses claimed weren’t nearly enough to overturn Trump's victory. Yet Biden 

made up 450,000 votes to win by 150,000 votes. Progressives claim Biden receive 96% of the 

mysterious 450,000 votes. Where did the other 420,000 ballots come from? Palmer also 

claimed the poll books didn’t match and refused to certify the election when miraculously 

people brought in whole containers filled with brand new revised poll books.   

Linda Lee Tarver, an election integrity expert, claims it was a coordinated effort to steal the 

election. She claimed the Secretary of State mailed out ballots to people that hadn't requested 

them which had never been done before. The SOS also allowed a private organization, “Rock 

the Vote”, access to the qualified voter databases complete with addresses, the last four digits 

of Social Security numbers, and driver’s license numbers. The Secretary of State was charged 

with protecting this information which was used to illegally harvest ballots and stuff ballot 

boxes. Tarver claims there are three clerks in Michigan charged with felonies for cheating in the 

2020 elections including Sherikia Hawkins. She further claims that republican poll observers 

were locked out of the counting rooms in violation of the law, flat ballots were brought in at 

3:00pm which were never folded but counted, Illegal ballots were being cast, and absentee 

ballots were counted as mail-in ballots and were counted with numbers that didn’t match. 

Other observers testified that thousands of unverified ballots were run through the counting 

machines and hundreds of mysterious metal suitcases, like in Georgia, were on pallets, partly 

shrink wrapped, and full of thousands of unknown ballots. 

Jacky Eubanks, candidate for Michigan State Representative, claims the Secretary of State was 

mailing absentee ballots directly to the clerk’s office all with the same signatures in the same 

envelope. After canvassing door to door, she discovered that the absentee ballot box had been 

stuffed with fake ballots with over a 17.5% voter fraud anomaly rate. She found people that the 

state claimed voted by mail had actually voted in person and vice versa, and others that the 

state claimed voted in the district had moved. This would mean that, in Jacky’s Macomb 

County, 87,000 illegal votes were cast. In Wayne County this voter fraud anomaly rate would 

translate to 154,000 Illegal votes. Statewide this would mean over 900,000 illegal votes were 

cast. Remarkably, Ruth Johnson, former Secretary of State and current State Senator, 

discovered that current Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson went back 12 years to add 800,000 

ineligible voters to Michigan’s voter rolls. Johnson sent this information to her senate 

colleagues in an email which was subsequently leaked.  

Nevada: In NV in 2020, Trump received 158K more votes than in 2016, but the Progressives 

who recently took control of the state claimed he lost by 33K.  The Voter Reference Foundation 
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found NV cast 8,952 more ballots than there were registered voters. Peter Navarro’s legal team 

found 4K non-citizens voted, 19K people voted from vacant lots, 1,500 dead people voted, 15K 

voted who lived in another state, and 44K double voted, totaling 92.5K illegal votes.  

New Hampshire: In 2016 NH only increased voters by 13K but in 2020 voters mysteriously 

increased by 200K. 

Pennsylvania: At 8pm on election night, 11/3/2020, Trump led Biden 2,821,610 to 1,408,564 

votes, a 1,413,046-vote lead. Election officials claimed Trump only received 49,323 provisional 

ballots while Bidens received 52,847. They also claimed Trump only received 594,645 mail-in 

ballots while Biden received 1,994,597, totaling 2,589,242 mail-in ballots. However, 

Pennsylvania only mailed out 1,823,148 mail-in ballots of which 1,462,302 were returned. 

Where did the extra 1,126,940 mail-in votes come from? The Data integrity Group found 400K 

“errors” unaccounted for in Pennsylvania’s election. To block the election audit, President of 

the PA Senate Jake Corman (R-PA) fired Sen. Mastriano’s (R-PA) entire staff. 

In Pennsylvania from 2016 to 2020 Republicans out-registered Democrats 21 to 1. This 

translated to a 659,145-vote lead at 12:38am on election night with Trump up by 15 points. PA 

had 1) 71,893 mail-in ballots returned after 8pm on November 3,2020, 2) 10,515 mail-in votes 

from people who don’t exist on the PA voter rolls, 3) 51,792 voters with inactive voter 

registration at the end of October 2020 who voted, 4) 305,874 voters who were removed from 

the rolls after the November 3rd, 2020, election, 5) 57,000 duplicate voter registrations, and 6) 

39,911 people who were added to the voter rolls under 17 years of age.  

Mike Roman, an election operations expert, discovered that, although conservative 

organizations were excluded, at least 45 progressive organizations received access to and the 

ability to add voters to the Pennsylvania voter files and registration rolls. The list of these 

organizations includes Twitter, Project Home, Planned Parenthood, Pennsylvania Voice, 

Pennsylvania Stands Up, NAACP, and Next Gen Pennsylvania. Knowing when and how a person 

voted, i.e., by mail, absentee, or in person, gave left leaning political affiliate organizations a 

tremendous advantage. While their opposition had to manually research, pound pavement, 

knock on doors, and staff phone banks to hopefully incentivize a recruit to register, access to 

these databases gave Progressives the ability to effortlessly sit in front of a keyboard, directly 

recruit, and add likeminded voters to Pennsylvania’s voter rolls. Secretaries of State and 

election officials in Wisconsin, Michigan, Arizona, and others have allowed organizations such 

as these to now have permanent access to their voting databases, circumvent state authority, 

and privately control state and federal elections.      

Roman additionally found that Pennsylvania had 121K more votes than they had voters spread 

across 67 counties. The largest number of illegitimate votes came from counties that 

surrounded Philadelphia, with Philadelphia comprising over 10% of the fraudulent votes. This 

far exceeded Biden’s 80,500 margin of victory in the state. Roman claims that many people 

were able to cast absentee ballots or mail in ballots and then go to the polls to vote again. He 
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explains that, just prior to the 2020 election, after the tech sector dumped $34 million into 

Pennsylvania’s elections, Pennsylvania changed their voting process: excuse-only absentee 

ballots changed to ‘no excuse needed’ absentee ballots, with no signature requirement. 

Additionally, Pennsylvania changed the absentee ballot processing date to on and after the 

election, absentee ballots were no longer marked in the poll books, and instead of processing 

absentee ballots in their counties of origin, they centralized the processing within the state. 

This has allowed people to vote in person after casting an absentee ballot. Roman claims the 

number of absentee ballots cast in Pennsylvania was previously minuscule but has now 

mushroomed.  

Wisconsin: In 2016 Trump won WI by 27,257 after receiving 1,409,467 votes. In 2020 WI 

claimed he lost the state by 20K votes despite receiving 200K more votes than in 2016. WI had 

169K more votes than registered voters. Look Ahead America found that 160K of Wisconsin’s 

170K indefinitely confined voter ballots were illegally cast, which is eight times Biden’s 20K-vote 

margin of victory. These ballots were intended for individuals who needed an ambulance to 

leave their homes. The law was illegally changed in 2019 making these ballots the only way to 

vote in Wisconsin without a signature or ID and their quantity miraculously increased from a 

few hundred in past elections to over 170K in the 2020 election. Additionally, several emails 

uncovered from Wisconsin election officials each claimed that at 8am just enough Biden ballots 

were dropped off to put him over the margin of victory. In Wisconsin, same-day voter 

registrants are required to use the last four digits of their social security or driver’s license 

number to register to vote. Although their ballots still counted, when crosschecked it was 

discovered that 20K people voted under same-day registration who were not on record with 

the Wisconsin DMV. To prevent the tracking of voter fraud, in June after the election, the WI 

election commission deactivated more than 205K voters who were mailed ballots.  

OAN’s Christina Bobb’s interview with Wisconsin assembly election committee chairperson 

Janel Brandtjen exposed hundreds of emails that proved Wisconsin election commission 

directors gave CTCL’s Michael Rubenstein, a New York democratic operative, handheld apps 

and interactive maps of their registered voters. Rubenstein then requested via email that Claire 

Woodall-Vogg, Director of Milwaukee elections, send their list of active voters, absentee 

applications, ballots received, and ballots rejected/return to be cured so he could add census 

data and zip codes to the maps. CTCL, along with other Democrat organizations, then built 

interactive programs to harvest Wisconsin ballots.  

Brandtjen feels that because CTCL gave $8 to $10 million to Green Bay, Kenosha, Madison, 

Milwaukee, and Racine to report to them and other Democratic organizations directly, because 

CTCL and other Democratic organizations were working directly with Wisconsin elections’ IT 

department, and because USPS was scanning and providing CTCL with real time return ballot 

information, this made for an unfair election. Just like in Michigan, Arizona and other states, 

CTCL now has direct access to Wisconsin’s voting system and can now bypass the state in future 

elections. Additionally, Wisconsin has 7M people on their voter rolls but only has 4.5M eligible 
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voters over the age of 18. Voter turnout in Wisconsin’s 2020 elections was an astronomical 

93.7% which has raised concerns about the state’s voter integrity. 

Strip The People of Their Voice and Institutions 
Who are you going to believe: the Progressives or your lying eyes? The corporate elite 

progressive pigs and their media pre-conditioned the public to a Trump loss by using 

suppression polls designed to suggest landslide Trump losses, create apathetic Trump voters, 

and imply that there would be a tsunami of Biden mail-in-ballots lasting several days after the 

election. What the corporate progressive media failed to mention was that most mail-in-ballots, 

specifically in those questionable swing states, were counted on or prior to election eve. 

Following Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals, Progressives preemptively reduced suspicion of 

voter fraud by claiming the states and districts they’re seizing are bluer than reality suggests. 

They’ve been using this strategy for decades to seize and control states like Illinois, Michigan, 

New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Washington, Wisconsin, etc., and are using it to gain control 

of Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Nevada, Texas, and other states across the country.  

Like the examples above, the For the People Act is designed to create election bias and chaos 

and eliminate voter fairness. It makes permanent unverified mail-in ballots and unverified 

ballot signatures. It denies voter ID but allows same day registration, unsecured dop boxes, 

vote harvesting, rigged voting machines, and infinite voting periods. It installs a centralized, 

fascist, one-party voting system that removes checks and balances, legalizes voter fraud and 

corruption, and will solidify the Progressive’s fascist one-party rule.  

Unrestrained Progressives will: end the filibuster; pack the courts and senate; increase their 

suppression of the media, speech, and civil liberties; beat, jail, and oppress their adversaries; 

and continue changing the demographics of the United States. They’ll continue to buy votes 

until taxpayer money runs out and they have unmitigated subjugated control. After 

illegitimately stealing the house, senate, and presidency, the elite ruling class and their swamp 

pigs, e.g., bureaucrats, DOJ, intel agencies, unions, social media, global corporations, now feel 

they have a mandate to transform America into Soros’s global Fascist/Marxist, one world order 

and want to permanently legalize and centralize their voting fraud across the country. “For the 

People Act”, comrades.  
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V: THE PRO ACT 
Unions: Progressive Political Vehicles 

One-Party Rule: Eliminate Right to Work States 
To bolster their one-party rule prospects, the progressive pigs are sneaking the PRO Act (the 

Protecting the Right to Organize Act) in the Build Back Better reconciliation bill to make 

unionizing easier and to eliminate right to work states. Union thugs are the life blood of the 

progressive party providing them with money, organization, voting blocs, worker armies, poll 

watchers, muscle, protesters, etc. A provision in the PRO Act includes AB5, which would force 

private contractors, like Uber and truck drivers, to unionize. It also gives the IRS the authority to 

determine who is a private contractor and who is an employee. The PRO Act was passed in the 

House without debate by voice vote and is now pending in the Senate. To bolster union control 

of his state, Governor Newsom passed AB5, which resulted in independent truckers fleeing the 

state, drastically reducing the number of truckers and contributing to our supply chain issues. 

Newsom laws like AB5 are forcing all businesses to flee his state. The Hoover Institute found 

that California business are leaving the state at twice last year’s (2020) rate. From 2009 to 2019, 

some 18,000 businesses left CA. Eight out of ten Americans oppose compulsory unions, but 

what does that matter. Party over country, comrade.  

Of the 154 million people working today, only 7% in the private sector are unionized compared 

to 36% of those working in government, which gives unions about 9% of the work force. 

Government union workers account for about one third of all U.S. union workers. Bureaucrats 

in government unions are typically anti Trump, lean far left, and cheer big government, big 

government spending, and high taxes because they feed at the big government trough. This 

might be why Biden recently announced his plans to dramatically increase the pay and benefits 

of union bureaucrats, even though their salary and benefits are already way above the average 

private sector compensation, and they can’t be fired.     

According to the Bureau of Economic Statistics, between 2001 and 2016, economic growth in 

non-right to work states was 15% compared to 28% in right to work states. Recognizing the 

advantages of capital and labor partnerships, over half of the states have now become right to 

work states. The reconciliation bill eliminates right to work states and restarts unions by forcing 

right to work states to pay union dues that find their way into the Progressive Marxist party’s 

pockets and keeps them in power.  Unions, like the teachers’ unions, are political vehicles for 

the Progressive Marxist Party. They no longer believe in teaching or in labor forces; they believe 

in universal income and government welfare, and teach the principles of Marx, Mao, and Che. 

Proven labor satisfaction and success under right to work doesn’t matter; party over country, 

comrade, is the only thing that matters.  (See chapter on Equality or Individual Liberty) 

To strengthen the Progressive voting bloc, Biden, in a controversial firing, recently removed two 

members of the independent National Labor Relations Board and replaced them with activist 

Jennifer Abruzzo, the lead attorney for the Communication Workers of America Union. Now in 

charge of litigation for the National Labor Relations Board, she wants to eliminate the secret 
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ballot in favor of card check, a non-secret ballot that intimidates people to sign up for unions. 

Card check is a one-party rule power grab that eviscerates secret ballot union elections which 

the progressives have dreamt about for years and have clandestinely inserted in the Build Back 

Better reconciliation bill. The Labor Board was established in 1938 by progressive president 

Franklin Roosevelt to grab power by federalizing U.S. labor policy. 
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VI: COVID 
Progressive Witchcraft Fear 

Forced Experimental Drug Injections 
 

Page 168 of the Reconciliation bill gives the federal government the power to bankrupt any 

company that refuses to comply with Biden’s vaccine mandate. It empowers OSHA to levy fines 

of $70,000 per employee and $700,000 for repeated violations and/or serious infractions. At 

best, these so-called vaccines are subpar to less costly therapeutics such as Ivermectin and 

Hydroxychloroquine, and their longevity is less than temporary flu shots. The CDC’s own data 

indicates COVID-19 vaccinations have caused over 21,000 deaths and more than 1 million 

hospitalizations. These unconstitutional mandates of forced experimental drug injections have 

not only caused a mortal blow to human life but are finishing off our businesses and economy. 

As of September 2021, COVID mandates have caused 51% of restaurants, 48% of massage 

therapists, 46% of beauty salons, 42% of construction companies, and 40% of retailers to forgo 

their rent. One can only conclude that the Biden administration and the global ruling class pigs 

are deliberately shutting down our economy when they 1) dictate vaccine mandates which 

eliminate workers and force massive business closures, 2) enact government subsidized 

incentives to pay employees not to work, and 3) restrict supply chains which skyrockets the cost 

of energy, materials, and products. As Florida’s Governor DeSantis reminded us, we’ve gone 

from a ‘voluntary 15-day lockdown to help stop the spread’ to ‘3 jabs or lose your job.’ The 

flogging will continue until morale improves.   

According to OAN, Uttar Pradesh, a densely packed India state of 241 million people, declared it 

is COVID free after using Ivermectin. With only 5.8% of their population fully vaccinated, their 

recovery rate after using Ivermectin is 98.7% with only 133 (.01%) active COVID cases. 

Conversely, 60% of the U.S. population is fully vaccinated with 133,000 (7.6%) active COVID 

cases. India promotes the use of Ivermectin, but in the U.S. the progressive corporate media 

falsely claims it's used to deworm barnyard animals. The media and U.S. government, who work 

for big Pharma, are forcing any practitioner that prescribes Ivermectin to lose their license.   

During his COVID address, Biden claimed that when he came into office there was no COVID 

plan and only four million people had been vaccinated. In truth, Trump already had a vaccine in 

place, 19 million had already been vaccinated, and one and a half million people were being 

vaccinated daily. What a liar: Joe didn’t have to do a thing and he still managed to screw it up. 

Biden also lied during his address when he claimed that the unvaccinated were spreaders of 

COVID. According to data from the CDC, who for some reason stopped counting in May, 40% of 

the 120K breakthrough COVID cases that were reported between January and August 2021 

occurred in fully vaccinated people. Counties in California with higher rates of fully vaccinated 

people had higher surges in COVID cases as opposed to ones with lower rates of vaccinations. 

Fully vaccinated Carnival Cruise ship passengers and 100 fully vaccinated crew members on 

board MS Queen Elizabeth had COVID breakouts while at sea.  
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A Med-Rx IV study found that vaccinated patients were 27 times more likely to develop COVID 

symptoms than previously infected, unvaccinated people. An Israeli study found the vaccinated 

were 13x more likely to get COVID than the previously infected. 95% of Israel’s population is 

fully vaccinated and accounts for 95% of the most severe COVID cases. 85% - 90% of all Israeli 

hospitalizations include the fully vaccinated. In the UK, 52% of COVID deaths are in the fully 

vaccinated population. If you can believe the CDC, 358 children have died from COVID, and 400 

more children died from COVID vaccines. Even though the CDC admits their test cannot discern 

between COVID and the flu, they claim only one child died from the flu in 2021. Depending on 

seasonal severity, normally 200-400 children die annually from the flu. In those rare cases when 

a child contracts COVID, their survival rate is 99.9%.  

Doctors have reported that they have treated well over 30K COVID cases using 

Hydroxychloroquine with a 99% cure rate. They also claim 85% of the COVID deaths could have 

been prevented if the media, politicians, and big pharma did not block the use of 

Hydroxychloroquine and/or Ivermectin to increase their profits. While CNN, MSNBC, and social 

media continue their progressive political campaign of berating the unvaccinated, they rail 

against science and ignore the spread of COVID by the fully vaccinated, the benefits of COVID 

therapeutics, and the illegal immigrant invasion which Texas officials report has caused a 900% 

COVID spike. Illegals with COVID fill 80% of McAllen Texas hospital beds. The progressive ruling 

class corporate media pigs are the enemy of the people and should leave us alone and let us 

achieve heard immunity.  

Engineers conducting mask studies at the University of Waterloo found that COVID and other 

diseases built up on masks which were placed on mannequins and at best only filtered 10% of 

the COVID virus, allowing 90% to get through. Despite the evidence that masks provide little to 

no protection against COVID, harm people who breathe in carbon dioxide, and trap bacteria, 

tuberculosis, influenza, etc., the flat-earther, witchcraft-believing Progressives demand you 

wear a mask to virtual signal and demonstrate progressive solidarity. Contrary to the evidence, 

Progressives continue to claim that house lockdowns and masks work. They ignore the facts, or 

don’t care, that lockdowns increase suicide and business failures and that therapeutics like 

Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin work. 

NIH Director Francis Collins confirmed that Fauci and the NIH funneled $660K of taxpayer 

money through Eco Health Alliance to subsidize China’s Wuhan Institute of Virology’s COVID 

virus which has killed millions of people. Unredacted emails also show that Fauci and Eco 

Health President Peter Daszak tried to cover this up. Causing even more death and suffering, 

Fauci continues to malign less costly, more effective COVID therapeutics in favor of his big tech 

and pharma friends’ less effective and more costly so-called vaccines that have yielded them 

over $30B in profits. COVID therapeutics would have massively decreased the human death 

count and family suffering and would have allowed America to reopen and Americans to go 

about their business without the dictates of the global corporate ruling class pigs. Instead of 

being jailed for the crime of assisting in the creation of an illegal disease that has killed and 
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incapacitated millions pf people, Fauci continues his media campaigns which aid the global 

progressive ruling class pigs in their destruction of our culture and lives. (See DP, Ch. The 

Progressive Dirty Bomb: Coronavirus, p.25) 

Gary Ruskin, executive director of “USA Right to Know,” uncovered a 900-page document 

exposing ties between Fauci and the Wuhan lab in China and proving he funded COVID gain of 

function research. The Wall Street Journal reported that at China’s request the NIH deleted 

China’s COVID-19 virus data to mask the pandemic’s origins. Progressive globalists who profit 

from China continue to hide facts that COVID came from the Wuhan lab and pretend the 

Chinese are our friends. China is trying to take over the world, destroy American jobs, and 

undermine our economy. Do you think a country that’s poisoning you with fentanyl cares about 

releasing COVID on you?   

China supplies the Mexican cartels with enough fentanyl and the necessary paraphernalia to 

unleash unlimited quantities in the U.S. Fentanyl deaths are up over 1000%; more than 100K 

U.S. citizens died from fentanyl in 2020, and the numbers continue to rise. Reports indicate that 

China has been developing a new pathogen that’s 80% fatal. According to Gordon Chang, a 

major authority on U.S.-China relations, for the last five years Chinese military researchers have 

been discussing the development of a specific ethnic genetic pathogen that affects everyone 

accept the Chinese. Progressives not only refuse to stop these assaults on Americans but 

encourage them because China, the cartels, and open borders benefit them both politically and 

financially.  
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VII: THE GREEN NEW DEAL 
Hocus Pocus Fear 

Control the Environment, Control the People 
 

In his State of the Union address, Biden again accidentally told the truth, saying that the U.S. 

accounts for 15% of global carbon admissions while the rest of the world accounts for 85%, and 

even if we did everything perfect it wouldn’t matter. Ron Kessler, a former Washington Post 

correspondent, claims COVID lockdowns demonstrate climate change is a farce. During the 16-

month lockdown, according to the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA,) 

carbon admissions didn’t decrease; they increased slightly. Idle airplanes, boarded businesses, 

and quiet highways had no effect on the climate. These stories, of course, were buried in the 

back pages of the WAPO and the New York Times. (See DP, Ch. Climate Change, p.57) 

In a Washington Examiner interview, Ocasio-Cortez’s Chief of Staff, Saikat Chakrabarti, made an 

unexpected disclosure: “The interesting thing about the Green New Deal,” he said, “is it wasn’t 

originally a climate thing at all…Because we really think of it as a how-do-you-change-the-

entire-economy thing.” A few years ago, the Russians hacked the University of East Anglia’s 

email and found that European and American universities were falsifying climate change data 

to frighten people. Their emails revealed that they kept the climate change charade going so 

that they could continue their flow of grant money. Michael Mann, the individual behind the 

infamous climate hockey stick data, was a central figure in the East Anglia email scandal. John 

Kerry cited drought as the cause of the Syrian war and refugee flight, until it was discovered 

precipitation in that region had increased. Progressives are using this same bogus argument to 

justify the flight of Central Americans to the U.S. It’s that “end justifying the means” thing again. 

John Kerry’s Climate Czar title provides cover for his and Biden’s financial interest in China. 

According to the EIA’s website, CO2 emissions generated from electricity in the U.S. in 2015 

decreased to their lowest levels since 1993 thanks to our technological advances in fossil fuels. 

However, recent studies argue whether CO2 even traps greenhouse gases that supposedly 

cause warming. Ed Berry, Ph.D., Physics, claims the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) has grossly miscalculated human-added CO2. His new calculations show human 

CO2 does not cause climate change. In fact, his new evidence shows no amount of reduction of 

CO2 emissions will have any measurable effect on climate change. Nature controls the level of 

atmospheric CO2. Additionally, ice core data from Greenland reveals 8,000 years of zero 

correlation between CO2 and temperature: CO2 does not drive temperatures. This new 

information makes fraudulent all claims, laws, actions, and treaties that seek to reduce CO2 

emissions. This could be the reason the fearmongers are shifting their focus from CO2 to 

methane as the new climate hobgoblin, like when they went from climate cooling to climate 

warming to climate change. 

Although the intensity of hurricanes has risen by 5%, the number of incidents has decreased by 

over 30% and the amount of damage caused by hurricanes is going down, not up. 2021 was a 
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bad year for wildfires, accounting for 86% of all wildfire damage in the last 10 years. But when 

compared to the 10 years from 1926-1935, the 2021 wildfires only represent 20% of that 

period’s wildfire damage. Climatologist Bjorn Lomborg, president of the Copenhagen Consensus 

Center, stated that, according to the Journal of Geophysical Research, from 1900 to present, 

particulate matter from forest fires dropped from 4.5% to 2.5% and will continue to do so. The 

main factor contributing to runaway forest fires is forest management, which environmentalists 

always reject until people become enraged with their policies after tragedy finally strikes. 

Irrationally, extremists would rather let neighborhoods and forests burn than strategically thin 

brush and harvest lumber for good use. California’s Governor Newsom blamed global warming 

after he manufactured a crisis by cutting the forest service’s firefighting budget in half and then 

allowed some fires to burn unchecked, fires which destroyed hundreds of thousands of acres. 

He flushes water into the ocean causing farmland to dry up, then screams ‘climate change 

caused the drought.’ Newsom has also neglected California’s reservoirs which leak over 226B 

gallons of water annually, enough to supply 13M people with water or 6 Chicago cities per year.  

Green Peace founder Patrick Moore said he doesn’t know why they say the world is coming to 

an end in the next 12 years because air and water have been getting cleaner for the last fifty 

years. Moore claims that as China, India and Africa are pulling themselves out of poverty, they 

are working on cleaning their environments. He said the people who put together the Green 

New Deal are basically fronts for organizations like Justice Democracy and the Sunrise 

Movement. Moore said that in the last 300 years the global climate has only warmed between 

1 and 1.5 degrees Celsius, which is minimal compared to the fluctuations during the Little Ice 

Age circa 800-1800AD or the pre-industrial Medieval Warm period circa 750-1350AD, and 

which is insignificant compared to fluctuations during the Ice Age circa 23,000-11,000BC and 

other glaciations which have occurred throughout the centuries. Historically, earth has always 

been a lot warmer, and it has been in an ice age for the past 300 million years with fluctuating 

temperatures. For 90% of the Earth’s 4.5-billion-year history, Earth had no polar ice caps. 

Moore claims that life flourishes during warming periods and that global warming hyperbole 

has turned into a money-making political racket that is scaring children. 

In 1970, Harvard’s Nobel Prize winner, George Wald, claimed climate change would end 

civilization in the next 15-30 years. In 2006, Al Gore said sea levels would soon rise by 20 feet. 

However, sea levels have only risen 3 inches between 1993 and 2019. Obama’s Science Czar 

said global warming would lead to one billion deaths by 2020. A June 29, 1989, AP report by 

Peter Spielman read: “A senior U.N. environmental official says entire nations could be wiped 

off the face of the earth…if the global warming trend is not reversed by the year 2000.” 

Progressives like AOC are still singing the same siren song today, out ringing the same old alarm 

bell, telling people their homes will soon be under water. Journalist and satirist H.L. Mencken 

said: “the whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous 

to be led to safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.” 
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John Casey, former space shuttle engineer, climate expert, and author of “Dark Winter”, claims 

the Sun, not carbon emissions, drives Earth’s temperature. According to Casey’s “Relational 

Cycle” (RC) data, the past 650,000 years indicate that Earth’s temperature always rises first 

followed by a rise in CO2 several hundred years later. Warmer Earth temperatures give birth to 

more vegetation, which gives rise to a more active carbon cycle. Higher carbon cycles are 

lagging indicators of warming temperatures, not leading indicators.  

Casey suggests it’s the trendlines that are important, not the weather extremes. Over the last 

10,000 years, the warmest warming period was the Minoan, followed by the Roman, Medieval, 

and finally the last warming period which ended in 2007. Each warming period was significantly 

less intense than the preceding warming period, with each dropping by 1-1.5 degrees Celsius, 

until our last warming period which hardly registered at all.  

Casey’s research indicates the Earth is cooling, not warming, and that our species may have 

seen its last warming period for hundreds if not thousands of years. His research shows that the 

Sun runs in 206-year solar cycles, like clockwork. Earth’s last 206-year warming solar cycle 

began at the end of the Little Ice Age circa 1800AD, peaked in 2007, stabilized, and has now 

begun cooling.    

The Sun is moving into a period known as a “solar minimum” marked by greatly reduced 

sunspots and solar flares, creating plummeting Earth temperatures. As sunspot activity begins 

its downward trend, Earth has entered a period of rapid cooling. According to NASA and NOAA 

satellite data, Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is growing rapidly. Casey claims as Earth cools it will 

drive earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. These eruptions are happening now in Chile, Iceland, 

and Indonesia, sending plumes high in the atmosphere, shielding Earth from the Sun.  

Yet, for the last 30 years, progressive propagandists continue to claim that mankind is 

controlling the temperature, not the sun. Even though none of their climate warming 

predictions have come true, like earth altering floods, hurricanes, and ice-free polar caps, 

Progressives insist on massive government regulations and taxes on carbon-based fuels. Money 

grubbing corporate globalists, omnipotent wannabe celebrities, and politicians like the Squad, 

with a combined IQ of a fence post, have propagandized the global warming theory, claiming 

the U.S. economy is the villain. Destroying our economy and carbon-based energy sector is 

exactly the wrong thing to do and will leave us unprepared and defenseless against the cooling. 

Casey claims that to prepare we need to start relying on science and examine how people in the 

past survived long cooling periods. Crops will increasingly need to be grown at lower latitudes. 

Food shortage, without question, will be the main ill effect, and individuals should be prepared 

to defend their food supply. 

Even the IPCC acknowledges there is little chance that weather is connected to climate change. 

Still, Progressives try to prevent third world countries from using fossil fuels even though the 

dung, wood, and other substances they burn shorten their lives and emit far more pollutants 

than do coal, oil, or gas. Progressives want to impose a carbon tax that will cost the poor and 
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middle-class billions more in goods and services each year. In the name of carbon emissions, 

the Build Back Better reconciliation bill will permanently tax energy and increase the cost of 

everything you do. As mentioned earlier, the Reconciliation bill taxes methane gas, which will 

immediately increase your already skyrocketing energy costs by another 17% and impose a 5% 

annual increase above inflation every year thereafter. The bill pushes 5T in spending, 3T in new 

taxes, and will raise our corporate tax rate higher than China’s, incentivizing businesses to move 

to China. When producing the same goods, China emits five times the carbon that the U.S. 

does, which defeats the bill’s purpose.  

Climate change is another hysteria the progressive ruling class has promulgated to maintain 

their control and moral superiority. Progressives certainly don’t seem to be concerned about 

the damage that 250M more legal and illegal immigrants will do to our environment. For every 

coal plant the U.S. shuts down, China opens 11. To keep up with their energy demands, China 

signed a $400B oil deal with Iran. In contrast, Biden and the Progressives shut down the 

Keystone XL pipeline and U.S. energy production. Biden then signed an executive order 

instructing every federal agency to assign a carbon tax within their department. Heavily taxed 

limited supplies have caused our energy costs to skyrocket, affecting every sector of our 

economy, e.g., shipping, travel, food, recreation, heating, electricity. With gasoline heading 

north of $5 per gallon, instead of requesting domestic wells to reopen, mindless Biden, to no 

avail, has begged OPEC, Russia, and China to increase their production. Now our senile insane 

leader, Biden, claims he’s going to tap the national strategic oil reserve to tide us over for a few 

days while he converts America to solar. These morons are the problem, not the solution.  

The global corporate progressive elites who benefit financially from globalization have hatched 

a global redistribution scheme to collect a global tax that capitalizes on the climate change 

hysteria which they created. They want us to finance their global prospects, the infrastructures 

of underdeveloped countries, by imposing a global carbon tax through the Paris Climate Accord. 

This would syphon money into the globalists’ pockets, finance their ventures, destroy America’s 

sovereignty, and redistribute hard working middle-class American incomes globally to China, 

India and third world countries, while the polluting countries contribute nothing. According to 

the World Economic Forum, 90% of plastic waste dumped in the ocean comes from 10 rivers, of 

which 8 are in Asia and 2 are in Africa. China and India emit over 70% of the worlds CO2 and 

should regulate their own stink. 

The Green New Deal means you must submit to their ruling class tyranny, their control of every 

aspect of your life, e.g., diet, education, food, healthcare, housing, property, purchases, speech, 

travel. With socialism, in the beginning everything is a right, but in the end, nothing is a right. 

Recently Ocasio-Cortez stated: “If you don’t like the Green New Deal, come up with your own 

ambitious, on-scale proposal to address the climate crisis. Until then we’re in charge - and 

you’re just shouting from the cheap seats…I’m the boss.” Not needed are self-righteous, 

progressive hypocrites using climate change to lord over our backyard mud puddles, toilets, 

light bulbs, meat, diet, etc., controlling every aspect of our lives. 
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VIII: ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 
Undocumented Progressive Voters 

Progressive Ruling Class Corporate Raiders 
 

Progressive ruling class policies and/or non-policies have caused the recent massive surge in U.S 

illegal border crossings. Progressives have obstructed and reversed every remedy to resolve the 

border crisis because changing our demographics is fundamental to their Marxist takeover of 

our country. Currently Biden, DHS Secretary Mayorkas, and the progressive NGOs are illegally 

executing the “New Way Forward Act”. It’s a radical immigration bill that they couldn’t pass 

through congress but plan on forcing it through the Build Back Better reconciliation bill with 50 

senate votes. This bill will permanently legalize Biden’s open border chaos that we are 

presently experiencing and allow people who have committed serious felonies in other 

countries to legally move to the U.S. It legally holds taxpayers liable to pay the expenses of 

transporting previously deported criminals and their families back to the United States. This bill 

makes it nearly impossible for federal immigration officials to detain immigrants no matter how 

potentially dangerous they are.  

For example, after illegally entering the U.S. in 2000, 23-year-old illegal immigrant Reyes was 

arrested for drugs and gun violations, then released thanks to California’s sanctuary state law 

that shields criminal illegals from arrest and deportation. Reyes was again arrested for drunk 

driving, convicted, and released again. He then spoke at an open border protest, attacking ICE 

for enforcing immigration laws. A few days later, ICE revoked his bail, and he was rearrested. 

Soon after, Reyes was self-righteously bailed out by then-Washington Redskins cornerback Josh 

Norman and New Orleans Saint’s linebacker Demario Davis.  He then went on to murder a 58-

year-old man leaving his body in an orchard.  

Also under Biden’s open border policy, Ulloa, a 24-year-old Honduran illegal immigrant posing 

as an unaccompanied minor, was placed in a shelter for children. Ulloa then “allegedly” took 

one of Biden’s secret flights that resettles underaged illegal immigrants and was reunited with 

his family in Jacksonville, Florida. A 46-year-old Florida father of four then took Ulloa in, 

employed him, and treated him like one of the family.  Ulloa thanked him by murdering him. 

According to House committee testimony, the UN, big tech, Soros, NGOs, and the Biden 

administration are treasonously executing the New Way Forward Act, aiding and abetting the 

invasion of illegal immigrants. They are facilitating this invasion even though these illegals are 

callously killing thousands of Americans by carrying deadly drugs into the U.S. to repay the 

cartels for their passage. They’re using social media platforms to provide illegal invaders with 

maps to the U.S, advice on how to avoid or place themselves in the custody of the Border 

Patrol, and thwart U.S. laws. They are using U.S. taxpayer money to send lawyers, 

psychologists, and money south of the border to recruit, aid, and encourage people to cross 

into the U.S. illegally. They are training invaders on how to deceptively circumvent U.S. law, to 

fabricate stories that will enable them to claim “credible fear” once they’ve entered the United 
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States illegally. Then, after the illegals cross our borders and claim asylum, Uncle Joe uses U.S. 

taxpayer money to fly their families in from their respective country of origin while they wait to 

have their cases adjudicated.  

To change demographics in favor of his political party’s persuasion. Biden clandestinely flies 

these illegal families into conservative neighborhoods in the middle of the night, overburdening 

their schools, hospitals, and financial resources. To provide further incentive, Biden also 

reversed Trump’s executive order that prevented illegals from residing in the U.S if they are a 

financial burden, so Biden can now offer them taxpayer funded healthcare, welfare, and 

housing. According to the WSJ, Biden now plans to give every illegal alien who was detained 

and separated from their family while illegally breaking into our country $450K-$1M in 

reparations. This is treason. The President swore to defend our borders and uphold the 

constitution by enforcing the laws that the people created through Congress. Instead, he’s 

become a despot, unconstitutionally creating his own laws which benefit himself and his party. 

(See DP, Ch. Open Borders, p.48) 

While U.S. veterans and citizens are homeless, the Build Back Better reconciliation bill includes 
$107B to pay the transportation, housing, legal services, counseling, education, resettlement 
fees and other costs for illegal aliens and their families. The Progressives claim the Build Back 
Better reconciliation bill will grant amnesty to at least 8 million illegal aliens, including 
approximately 3 million who qualify for the DACA, or Dream Act, amnesties, and another 5-6 
million who illegally hold an "essential" job, including jobs in agriculture, food processing, 
construction, and health care - literally almost every industry where illegal immigrants work. It 
includes 320,000 who have received Temporary Protected Status and 150,000 who have been 
shielded from deportation through Deferred Enforced Departure. According to CIS, DHS, MIT, 
Yale, and Fair, there were already more than 37M illegal aliens living in the U.S. before another 
3M illegals invaded the U.S. in 2021. Pew Research put the number over 44.5M which is closer 
to the real number of illegals that will be granted amnesty under this bill.  

Unlike Obama’s June 15, 2012, amnesty cutoff date in the Deferred Action for Childhood 
Arrivals (DACA) program, illegal immigrants under age 18 can qualify for Biden’s Dreamer 
program if they entered the U.S. before Jan. 1, 2021. Illegal immigrants can also qualify for 
essential worker amnesty if they entered the U.S. before Jan. 1, 2021. The designers of Biden’s 
amnesty were careful not to include the hundreds of thousands of migrants Biden is currently 
ushering into our country every month. The Jan. 1, 2021, cutoff day for eligibility is before Biden 
created the border crisis. But since Biden is never going to deport these new migrants either, 
Democrats will eventually give them amnesty, just as they are giving amnesty to all the 
migrants that came before them. The migrants crossing know this which is why hundreds of 
thousands more will keep coming. The ones crossing now will just forge documents and receive 
amnesty anyway. 

Biden made an explicit promise not to deport these migrants during his campaign, and he has 
followed through on that promise by decreasing Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
deportations to all-time lows. Eventually, the hundreds of thousands of migrants who illegally 
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entered the U.S. under Biden’s reign of terror will be given amnesty just like will be given to the 
37-47 million illegal immigrants who arrived before Biden’s reign. Democrats claim that, by 
giving these illegal immigrants green cards, they are not creating a new path to citizenship. But 
awarding green cards constitutes amnesty and makes every one of these formerly illegal 
immigrants eligible to apply for citizenship in five years, just like all other green card holders. 

The Build Back Better bill also blocks ICE from enforcing the law against anyone who might be 

eligible for amnesty, effectively creating a nationwide enforcement freeze. It allows an 

estimated 630,000 supposedly "unused” green cards to be "recaptured" from both the 

employment and family categories dating all the way back to 1992.  It awards green cards to 

visa lottery winners who were denied entry because of President Trump's travel ban or COVID-

19 entry ban. It allows aliens with an approved green card petition who have been on the visa 

waiting list for at least two years and are legally present in the United States to buy a green 

card regardless of whether one is currently available under the annual numerical limits. 

According to new data released by DHS, border patrol agents made more than 210K 

apprehensions in June of 2021, a 313% increase compared to the previous year. Roughly the 

same number were apprehended in July, August and September, and they’re anticipating over 

400K in October, which will mark the fifth consecutive month in which border patrol agents 

make more than 200K apprehensions. President Trump authorized the use of Title 42 at the 

start of the COVID-19 pandemic, a provision in the public health law that allows the 

administration to deny entry into the United States if it poses a risk to public health. According 

to government data, the Biden administration has expelled roughly half of those who were 

apprehended under Title 42. Those expulsion numbers are highly unlikely because the Biden 

administration has limited its application to single adults and certain family groups.  

D.C.’s America hating, Trump hating, disgruntled, defrocked, bigoted, racist, black federal judge, 

Emmet Sullivan, has decided, as usual, to make matters worse by making up his own law and 

issuing a nationwide temporary injunction halting the administration's use of Title 42. The 

Biden administration has 14 days to appeal before the injunction goes into effect, but countless 

numbers of open border advocates within his administration have been pushing Biden to end 

the use of Title 42. Sullivan's injunction would force border patrol agents to release tens of 

thousands of infected illegal border crossers each month into the interior of the country, 

possibly killing thousands of Americans. Congressional amnesty combined with this injunction 

will cause unprecedented illegal border crossing surges. Adding to the already dire situation, 

over 12,000 Haitians who camped under a southwest Texas border bridge have been processed 

into the U.S.  Over 60,000 more are in Costa Rica heading toward the U.S. and another 85,000 

are amassing in South America preparing to make the trek at the Biden administration’s behest. 

In addition to granting amnesty to countless millions of illegal aliens, the Build Back Better 

reconciliation bill would substantially increase legal immigration. The U.S. already issues more 

than one million green cards per year to immigrants, more than any other country and four 
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times our historical average. For example, between 1890-1920, we averaged around 100K legal 

immigrants a year, 3M over a 30-year period. Progressives have proposed these immigration 

increases with little public fanfare or debate. By using the budget reconciliation process, 

Democrats can bypass the 60 votes needed in the Senate to break a filibuster and pass what 

would be the largest amnesty ever with only 50 votes in the Senate. Details about the massive 

amnesty in the Build Back Better reconciliation bill just passed by the House Judiciary 

Committee include amnesty for most of the 45 million illegal aliens in the U.S. Practically 

nothing keeps an illegal alien from automatically qualifying for amnesty, e.g., felonies, rape, 

welfare dependency, drug addition, previous deportations, failure to show up for immigration 

proceedings, communicable diseases, coronavirus. 

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that Bidens amnesty will cost $140B in 
taxpayer-funded federal programs such as food stamps, Medicaid, and the Affordable Care Act 
over the next 10 years. The CBO’s numbers are fantasy. According to the Center for 
Immigration Studies (CIS), long-term costs will be far greater. Each one of these recipients will 
receive on average $129,000 more from Social Security and Medicare than they and their 
employers will pay. Once illegal immigrants receive amnesty, they will be allowed to draw 
benefits from Social Security and Medicare. It will cost taxpayers an additional $1T over their 
lifetimes just based on the progressive ruling class amnesty lie of 8-9 million illegal immigrants. 

According to CIS, DHS, MIT, Yale, and Fair, the real numbers based on recorded history are 

substantially higher. Over the last three years, between 2018-2020, records indicate that illegal 

immigration has cost U.S. taxpayers over $325B annually. From January 1, 2021, through 

October 2021, 3.5M illegals have already crossed the border. In less than 9 months they have 

already cost the American taxpayers over $351B, almost $1B daily. If you believe CIS, DHS, MIT, 

Yale, Fair, and Pew, there are between 37M-45M illegals currently in the U.S., which is nearly 

four times the 9M the progressive Build Back Better reconciliation bill claims. This Marxist 

amnesty bill will force American taxpayers to pay foreign invaders over $4 trillion to replace 

American citizens and take over our country.  

Soros, the progressive corporate raiders, and illegals are playing us for fools. Illegal alien 

protesters blocked the Golden Gate bridge for 2 hours denying U.S. citizens their freedom and 

liberty because the parliamentarian refused to allow amnesty in the reconciliation budget bill. 

They’ve illegally boarded airplanes to harass senators and have followed them into bathrooms 

to force them to vote for the bill. Evidently illegal aliens feel they have the right to break into 

our country, demand that we allow more riotous illegal law breakers like themselves entry, and 

force American citizens to pay them reparations for invading and taking over our country.  

These corrupt, global, corporate raiding, elite, ruling class, political, progressive pigs don’t give a 

damn about U.S. citizens or their families. They’re worse than Mitt Romney’s Bain Capital 

corporate raiders! Mitt, like the rest of the political class pigs, have cut out the middleman, 

joined the government feeding frenzy, and are now raiding the entire country directly. Their 
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objective is to annihilate and replace American citizens and their families as fast as possible by 

ushering in foreign progressive voters. The Build Back Better reconciliation bill’s immigration 

provision is just another one-party rule money power grab. The ruling class progressive pigs’ 

amnesty will reward lawbreaking illegal immigrants and force hard working American taxpayers 

and their families to pay over $4 trillion to support them and their families over their lifetime. 

You and your children will be paying for amnesty in more ways than one!  

That's more than $3,000 from every man, woman and child living in America today just to cover 

the cost of Medicare and Social Security. It doesn’t account for the cost of additional 

infrastructure, housing, education, or other government programs. It also doesn't include the 

effect of lower wages or the cost of providing government aid to displaced workers. This bill 

does nothing to prevent future illegal immigration or future amnesties. No E-Verify. No 

increased border enforcement. No added border patrol officers. Among the many bad 

immigration provisions in the Build Back Better reconciliation bill is an enforcement freeze that 

would prevent ICE from apprehending and removing illegal aliens from the U.S. for at least a full 

year. So much for caring about Americans. Everyone knows that, for Progressives, it’s party 

over country. They need illegal aliens; nobody else in their right mind would vote for them. 

Central American governments are happy to export their poverty and crime to the U.S. while 

collecting billions in aid and remittances. In return, the Progressives happily encourage 

hundreds of thousands of ‘asylum seekers’ and ‘unaccompanied minors’ to break our laws and 

illegally enter our country. Progressives refuse to change the asylum and Flores laws so they 

can take over and control our country. Shameless Progressives and NGO’s continue using 

taxpayer money to encourage hundreds of thousands of illegals to rush our borders, then have 

the gall to blame the invasion on Trump. Progressives aren’t Americans: they’re global Marxists.  

Illegal immigration, however, is no longer about Mexico, Central, or South America. People 

from over 148 different countries are invading America because we’re so racist.  Former Texas 

border security captain Jaeson Jones claims cartels have gone from human smuggling to human 

trafficking. He claims masses of ‘istan people are already amassing in groups around 

Afghanistan and within six to eight weeks we will see them entering our southern border. The 

global corporate elite ruling class progressive pigs are brainwashing Americans into believing 

that crowding 50 million more impoverished people into our country is good for us.  

Just like they don’t mind handing over your vote, neighborhood, and country to illegals, they 

don’t mind handing your tax dollars to illegals to buy their votes. California’s Governor Newsom 

gave $44B of $88B in unemployment benefits to people around the world including inmates 

and illegal aliens and handed illegal individuals over $1,800 in covid checks. NY’s Governor 

Commo handed out $2.1B of hard-earned taxpayers’ cash to illegals, then demanded New 

Yorkers pay more taxes. NYC Democrat council members are allowing 800K illegals to vote in 
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their elections because they lost 5 seats to Republicans because of their disastrous policies. 

Why change policies? Just replace your citizens.     

AG Garland put the welfare of illegals above that of U.S. citizens when he threatened to sue TX 

Governor Abbot if he didn’t rescind his executive order to withhold ground transportation to 

COVID infected illegals who were infecting U.S. citizens. Covid vaccines are optional to illegal 

border crossers but mandatory for U.S. citizens wanting to work, travel, or dine. Party over 

country comrade. They’ll suspend 2 border patrol agents on a lie about a whip but won’t do 

anything about illegal Haitians who hospitalized 3 border patrol agents by hurling rocks at them 

at the airport. Biden insists border patrol agents pay for a situation he created. Biden can save 

his phony outrage, pretending he cares about the Haitians who illegally broke into our country, 

when he completely dismisses the ten innocent Afghans he killed including seven children. 

According to a FAIR report, immigrants create 213% more damage to the U.S.’s environment 

than they do to their home county’s environment. When immigrants come to the U.S., they 

quadruple their CO2 emissions and cattle consumption, increase their use of fertilizer by a 

factor of six, increase their forest footprint by 357%, and birth 1.5X more children than they do 

in their home country. The average immigrant uses 550,000 gallons of water annually. The 

decline of water levels coincides with an increase in water pollution. Nationwide, an estimated 

40 percent of rivers, 46 percent of lakes, and 50 percent of estuaries are too polluted for fishing 

and swimming. This is more pronounced in the southwest which is prone to droughts. We 

cannot manage our nation’s ecological footprint unless we stabilize our population. But we 

cannot stabilize our population without reducing annual immigration to a sustainable level. 

The average urban driver now spends more than 100 hours per year commuting to work 
compared to just 16 in 1982, an increase of 525%. The Texas Transportation Institute's annual 
study of traffic congestion in urban areas found that, in 2005, Americans spent 4.2 billion hours 
delayed in traffic and wasted 2.9 billion gallons of fuel. Increased traffic means more than 
wasted time and money; it means higher greenhouse gas emissions due to idling cars and more 
chemical runoff which pollutes our nation’s waterways and your backyard. From 2000-2010, 
70% to 90% of sprawl nationally was caused by immigration-driven population growth. Our 
government continues to cover up the impact of immigration by avoiding producing an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on immigration. 

The massive number of people pouring in are invaders illegally invited by George Soros, his 
puppet Biden administration, and globalists happy to give away your property. This invasion is 
not a religious humanitarian cause to embrace. It’s orchestrated and planned by the global 
elites and cartels to enrich themselves and steal our country. Like uninvited house guests with 
their uninvited friends who have stayed too long, they now complain that you have become an 
imposition in your own home. They no longer like the food you serve or the programs you 
watch, and now they want you to leave. It is apparent that our corrupt politicians and judges no 
longer represent the American citizens who voted them into office. They are paid for by the 
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global corporate elites and only represent the global elites and the illegal perpetrators they 
endorse. As John Adams said, “Liberty lost is lost forever.” 
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IX: AFGHAN REFUGEES 
 

They’re back: the four terrorists Obama released in exchange for deserter Bowe Bergdahl. After 

Obama claimed they were no longer a threat, they’re now running Afghanistan for the Taliban. 

Every time the progressives are in charge, chaos ensues. Either they are morons or the chaos 

they create is the road to Marxism.  

In their most recent blunder, Afghanistan, the progressive media, and the Biden administration 

have doubled down on stupidity. According to July 2021 phone transcripts, Biden committed an 

impeachable phone call. He offered Afghanistan President Ghani a quid pro quo: air support in 

return for lying about the declining direction of the Afghan war. The call also proved that Biden 

lied when he claimed he was unaware of Afghanistan’s impending collapse. If that had been 

Trump, the progressive pigs would have already drafted the impeachment papers. No worries, 

that will never happen with the corrupt, gutless, go along to line their own pockets Republicans. 

Everything’s okay though because China received a massive payback for the $1.5B bribe they 

gave Biden when he drew down Afghan forces from their region and closed Bagram Air Base 

just 400 miles from their border. Britain’s House of Commons and House of Lords, however, 

didn’t feel the love and have already held Biden in contempt, as unreported by the U.S. Marxist 

national media.  

Taking advantage of the national media to stage their performance, DOD spokesman Kirby, 

woke generals, and the progressive media played off one another, pretending that they spoke 

for the magnanimity of all Americans. Reverting to their progressive playbook, vying for the 

most empathetic award, they used the same old tried and true con to capitalize on the 

emotions of U.S citizens. To seal the deal, General Tod Wolters of the U.S. European command 

Joined the woke media’s second act to fill us with more feel-good bullshit. He recited anecdotes 

about babies like “Reach” that were born on and named after the rescue planes that rose from 

the ashes to fly them to freedom, then insisted that Americans have an unlimited obligation to 

pay for the crisis that the Biden administration, the generals, and he created. While our evil, 

greedy pig politicians, woke generals, bureaucrats, and NGO’s escaped unscathed, they doubled 

down, played off our sympathies, deceived and guilted us into believing that their colossal 

ineptitude was a humanitarian burden that all American’s must bear or forevermore be racist.   

Even conservative news organizations, like OAN, and commentators, like Fox News’ Sean 

Hannity and Steve Hilton, have bought the lie, are being played, and tearfully interview NGOs 

like Project Dynamo, Shadow Warrior’s Project, and Pineapple Express which are all carrying 

out secret Afghan rescue missions. Their first plan was to rescue a few hundred Americans or 

Afghan dual citizens. Now some NGOs are boasting they’ll bring 80K-100K unknown Afghans to 

America. If this occurs, these NGOs will become quasi-government agencies, like the Catholic 

charities that do Soros’ bidding, aiding his globalist cause to destroy America. It will also cost 

taxpayers another $30B annually on top of the annual $30B that we will pay for the unknown 
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Afghan indigents just brought here. Endangered Afghans that truly helped our U.S military 

should be helped, but unless they are U.S. citizens or green card holders, they need to be 

relocated to their own region. Let’s not manufacture another crisis.  

The Progressives have allocated billions of dollars in the Build Back Better, Infrastructure, and 

American Rescue Plan bills for NGOs. NGOs like the catholic charities are taxpayer parasites, 

raking in tons of money for each refugee and illegal immigrant they resettle, and are aligned 

with Soros organizations. They salivate over the Afghan refugee and border crisis and are 

behind the Build Back Better reconciliation bill which will bankrupt America. The more people 

they resettle, the more money they make, giving them financial incentives to bring in as many 

refugees and illegals as possible. They don’t care if they wreck your country or neighborhood if 

they’re getting paid and demand American taxpayers be burdened with endless unknown 

refugees and illegal immigrants. Wisconsin Senator Johnson claims that, of the 125K Afghan 

refugees brought to the U.S., only 700 hold special immigrant visas, only a few thousand were 

American citizens, and we have no idea who the rest are. Screw American citizens; it’s party 

over country, comrades. 

George Soros has again used taxpayer money to form Welcome.US, forcing Americans to help 

pay for his most recent organization to destroy America. It advocates for the resettlement of 

hundreds of thousands of Afghan refugees in a neighborhood near you, but not their 

neighborhoods. It’s sponsored by his Open Society and the usual globalists, e.g., Uber, 

Facebook, Microsoft, Walmart, and run by Bill Clinton, Barack Obama, and RINOs George and 

Laura Bush. It became evident that RINO Bush was always a Soros globalist when he stated in a 

recent speech that nationalism leads to nativism, limited trade, and isolationism. The dumb 

part was his claim that nationalism made it necessary for a country to recover its identity. He 

never was bright; someone should have told him that nationalism is about identity. One of 

Reagan’s few regrets was when he reluctantly endorsed RINO Bush senior for president.  

Supported by his generals, NGOs, global corporate raiders, their media, and RINOS, Biden is 

now requesting an amendment to the reconciliation bill that will grant green cards and 

citizenship to any unvetted Afghan who arrives in the U.S. between July 2021 and the next fiscal 

year 2022. Refugees get interest free loans, are entitled to all welfare programs, work permits, 

free education, healthcare, etc. Incessant free benefits will not only become a magnet for 

Afghans to migrate to the U.S., but also for ex-Afghans who haven’t lived in Afghanistan for 

years, or anyone in the Middle East claiming to be Afghan. Now that Afghan commercial flights 

have resumed, millions can fly to the U.S. within hours to collect unlimited welfare benefits, 

send for their families or send back remittances. Progressives need a permanent underclass to 

keep their system going.  

Without a scintilla of concern and oblivious to the tragedies which their inept policies cause, 

the ruling class again doubled down on their arrogance and stupidity. To provide cover for their 

incompetence, they put on an emotional humanitarian show by evacuating tens of thousands 

of Afghans under the guise of rescuing American citizens. Then, without permission from or 
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concern for American citizens, the global elite ruling class corporate progressive pigs (GERCCPP 

Inc.) flushed their smelly incompetent shit into a neighborhood near you, disposing it quickly to 

hide their political stain. In addition to straining neighborhood resources, the refugee status 

granted to tens of thousands of foreign indigents will force the poor and middle-class taxpayers 

to support these refugees financially for the rest of their lives. Many of these refugees don’t 

know their birthdate, can’t speak English, read, write, or fill out a simple form and will need 

special care the rest of their lives.   

As if that weren’t enough, to cover their colossal incompetent asses, the DHS pigs are illegally 

invoking the parole loophole that is only meant for individuals under extreme circumstances.  

They’re waiving in tens of thousands of unknown, randomly selected indigents who have no 

ties to our military. We’re told daily, for optics, that they’re only bringing in rescued Americans 

and allies, when in fact they’re bringing in tens of thousands of unknown indigents. DHS claims 

that 64K of the 125K refugees who were being held overseas have now landed in the U.S. They 

claim roughly 7,000 are U.S. citizens, 3,500 are lawful permanent residents, and 84% or 52,000 

are unknowns. If you can believe their lie, that would mean there are at least another 52,000 

unknowns still overseas waiting to be processed to enter the United States, enough to replicate 

some of Americas largest cities. If they have no affiliation to our military or America, why are 

we bringing them here? Many could be terrorists, rapists, or pedophiles. An Afghan refugee 

arrived at the Rammstein German airbase with explosives and blasting caps in his luggage. Mark 

Green’s (R-TN) sources claim that Afghan refugees have already committed multiple sexual 

assaults and have left American airbases in Ubers unvetted from multiple locations. 

Former acting director of DHS Cuccinelli claims it takes 18 months to two years to vet a special 

immigrant visa (SIV) and that they could only vet about 750 Afghans a year. He wants to know 

how we’re going to vet 125,000 people in a couple of weeks. 750 people over 20 years would 

approximate 15K SIV’s. Who are and why were the other 110K people brought here? In a 

congressional hearing, moron DHS secretary Mayorkas testified that they were vetting these 

refugees during their flights to the U.S. As usual, the global ruling class corporate progressive 

pigs hide the real refugee numbers to conceal the true impact their incompetence will have on 

American citizens. A Pew poll found that 99% of all Afghans want to live under Sharia law, 

which contradicts American law and lifestyles.  

United Airlines said they were never given a passenger manifest, were told to just evacuate 

people, and that none of their passengers were Americans. Upon arrival in the U.S., passengers 

were just whisked through Dulles airport unchecked. Another pilot flying from Kuwait to 

Virginia’s Dulles airport stated, “we started the flight thinking we were doing good, but by the 

time we deplaned we could have been bringing back some really bad guys.” Almost all those 

125K so-called Afghans evacuated who claimed they had visas didn’t. The only condition for 

getting on the airplane was a pat down. State Department documents show they only had a 

couple of thousand interpreters, and many Afghans only worked at the embassy for a few 

weeks to get special immigrant visas (SIV) then quit. The ruling class pigs continue to obfuscate 
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and lie to us, pretending that they’re trying to evacuate Americans when they’re filling planes 

with tens of thousands of random unknowns to cover their asses.   

All 2K refugees that went to Fort Mccoy, WI, have no visas and need translators, yet are 

allowed to travel freely outside of the base. Why would translators need translators? Sen 

Johnson (R-WI) warned that these so-called refugees aren’t being properly vetted. So far, one 

previously deported rapist, 100 refugees on the terrorist watch list, and many with child brides 

have been transported to the U.S. The Wall Street Journal reported that most of the 

interpreters and U.S. visa applicants were left behind in Afghanistan. Of the 125,000 people 

evacuated only 5K claimed to be American or have dual citizenship, only 8,500 we’re actual 

Afghans, and the rest are of different nationalities. Are the unknowns who deceived us going to 

be returned to lessen our burden? Or would that be too much of a bother?  Are both the 

unknowns and the lying pigs that brought them here under false pretenses going to get away 

with taking advantage of American citizens as usual?  

Eager to sellout their constituents and anxious to be the first to prove who is most woke, the 

RINOs trip over themselves while running to the microphone to repeat the progressive media’s 

emotional talking points. Self-righteously they demand that we relocate and settle a half million 

Afghan terrorists in your neighborhood. RINO pigs are no different than Progressive pigs. They 

don’t care about the cost or devastation they cause you, your family, or your neighborhood. 

They only care about votes, elections, promoting fleeting woke massages, portraying feel-good 

images, and pleasing their corporate masters. They aren’t going to inform you that each 

refugee will receive $900 in walk around cash and 8 months of Refugee Medical Assistance 

immediately after deplaning in the U.S. They aren’t going to inform you that refugee status 

immediately entitles their families to free welfare, interest free loans, housing, legal counsel, 

education, healthcare, etc., nor will they tell you that the refugees over age 65 will 

automatically receive $674 month from our rapidly depleting SSI program. They won’t tell you 

that each refugee will most certainly receive Temporary Assistance to Needy Family (TANF) 

which will likely be extended every 5 years after review for life. They won’t tell you that each 

refugee family will cost American taxpayers over $200K x 125K refugees or over $25B a year 

until they die. They certainly won’t tell you that the Build Back Better reconciliation bill will 

entitle these refugees to even more benefits which will more than double that cost to $50B a 

year. They also won’t tell you that each refugee family member will be allowed to bring in 

extended family members, quadrupling the numbers that will enjoy those same benefits. They 

won’t tell you that the odds are the children of the children will also receive those same 

benefits when they become adults.  

They won’t tell you that most refugees are happier, assimilate better, and are less prone to 

commit terrorist attacks when they are relocated within their own region, where their dress, 

customs, surroundings, and culture is more familiar. They won’t tell you that the 2 million 

Syrians relocated in a 20 x 20-mile area in N.E. Syria fared much better than the Syrians that 

relocated in Europe. The same scenario occurred when the Kurds relocated in their region. They 
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won’t tell you that disgruntled, poorly assimilated, second-generation and refugee children are 

more prone to commit terrorist attacks than first generation refugees. They won’t tell you that 

the Germans have held several street protests because the Afghans that Chancellor Merkel 

invited to Germany failed to assimilate and are now robbing, raping, assaulting, and bombing 

their citizens. They won’t tell you that, after establishing residence, refugees can move abroad 

and continue collecting U.S. welfare checks.  

When the feel good woke message wears off, when neighborhood crime and assimilation 

problems start to occur, when Shariah law court battles arise, when their support costs become 

insurmountable, and when terrorist bombs start going off, don’t expect the morally superior 

feel-good do-gooders to admit they were wrong or culpable. They’ll just move on to their next 

feel-good woke humanitarian crisis, voicing their moral superiority. How soon have we 

forgotten April 15, 2013, when the Boston Marathon bombers, brothers Dzhokhar and 

Tamerlan Tsarnaev, refugees from Kyrgyzstan, north of Afghanistan, killed 3, injured hundreds 

and left 17 missing limbs. They later kidnapped a man in his car, had a shootout in Watertown, 

and killed 2 policemen. When asked, Dzhokhar claimed they were motivated by the Afghanistan 

and Iraq wars. When their parents were finally located in Europe, they threatened retaliation if 

any harm came to their son, claiming his actions were justified. It was also discovered they 

were still receiving U.S. welfare checks. (See DP, Ch. Multiculturism, p.10) 
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